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(iii) 
ABSTRACT 
In recent years there has been some research done on the following 
problem. Given a non-cyclic free group F determine those sets C of 
groups for which F is residually C . To tackle such a problem it is of 
course sensible to put restrictions on the type of set C one considers. A 
restriction which is of interest, and which has received the attention of 
several authors, is that C consist of an infinite number of pairwise non-
isomorphic known finite non-abelian simple groups. The first major theorem 
of this thesis asserts that if the simple groups in C are taken from the 
set of projective unimodular groups {PSL(m, p) : p a prime} for a fixed 
odd integer m > 1 , then any non-cyclic free group is residually C . 
Another reasonable restriction which can be imposed on C is that it 
consist of only one group G , where G has a presentation on at least two 
generators with one defining relator. The case when G has non-trivial 
elements of finite order is treated here. It is shown that, except when G 
can be presented in the form < a , t; [a, t]" > (n > 1) , a free group F is 
residually {<?} if and only if the rank of F is at least as great as the 
minimal number of generators of G . On the other hand, if 
G = (a, t; [a, tT > (n > 1) then F is residually (g) if and only if 
the rank of F is at least three. 
The verification that if G = (a, t; [a, tT ) (n > 1) then a free 
group of rank 2 is not residually {ff} makes use of the fact that ^ny two 
generating pairs of G are, in a certain sense, equivalent ("Nielsen 
equivalent"). The third major work of this thesis gives a proof of this 
result. In fact, a similar result is proved for a much wider class of 
groups, namely those groups G which can be presented in the form 
(a, t; [a^^t ^a^^t ... a^t'^a^^t]^) where n > 1 , all the a- are non-
zero and have the same sign, all the 3t are non-zero and have the same 
sign. Moreover, it is shown that there is an algorithm to decide for any 
(iv) 
pair of v7ords {U, V) in a, t whether or not IJ and V generate G . 
This theorem has several interesting corollaries, amongst which is a 
counterexample to the converse of Corollary 4.13.1 of Magnus, Karrass and 
Solitar [20]. In order to prove the above result it is found necessary to 
use part of the theory of HNN groups, and in particular, to develop a method 
for reducing pairs of elements in certain types of HNN groups. 
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NOTES TO THE READER 
1. The discussion in §1.1 is basic to the whole thesis, and that section 
should be read first. The theorem presented in §1.2 is interesting, but 
not basic. Chapters 2, 3 and M- can be read in any order. 
2. A survey of the thesis can be obtained by reading as follows: §1.1, 
§1.2 (up to the start of the proof of Theorem 1.5), §2-1, §3.1, §4.1. 
3. Undefined concepts and notation will be as in Magnus, Karrass and 
Solitar [20]. This book will be referred to as MKS. Where possible 
theorems will be quoted from MKS rather than from their original source. 
4. The results of Chapter 2 of this thesis have appeared in Pride [31], and 
part of the work presented in Chapter 3 has appeared in Pride [33]. 
Some of the results of Chapter 4 will appear in Pride [34]. The results 
of Pride [32] are mentioned here only in passing. 
(vii) 
NOTATION AND DEFINITIONS 
1. The usual notation of set theory will be adopted. In particular, if A 
and B are sets then A\B will denote the set of elements of A which 
are not elements of B . The cardinal of the set A will be denoted by 
A\ . The first infinite cardinal will be denoted by HQ . 
2. The following concepts and notations relating to the theory of groups 
are not introduced in the main body of the thesis. 
Let G be a group. The oommutator 91^92^9192 elements gi, 92 
of G will be denoted by \.9\, 92^ • The ooriQugate of 9^ by 92 is the 
element 92^9i92 of G , If 4 is a subset of G then sgp A will 
denote the subgroup of G generated by the elements of A . The group G 
will be called an i>-generator group if and only if it has a subset B of 
cardinality r such that sgp B ~ G . (Thus the possibility of G also 
being a q-generator group with q < r is not exclude4.) An ordered pair 
^9l-> 92^ elements of G will be said to generate G , or to be a 
generating pair of G , if and only if sgplg-i , 0-2) = G . (The more general 
concept of a generating r-tuple will not be needed.) The kernel of the 
homomorphism X of G will be denoted by Ker X • The group G will be 
said to have torsion if and only if it has non-trivial elements of finite 
order; otherwise it will be said to be torsion-free. The identity of G 
will be denoted by 1 , as will the subgroup consisting of the identity 
alone. 
Let G = ( a, h, c, P, Q, R, ...) , and let W, W be words in the 
generators a, b, a, ... of G . 
W ^ W will mean that W and W are the same word; 
if W and W define the same element of G then it will be said 
that W is equal to W in G , written W - W in G (or 
simply W = W if G is understood); 
W and W will be said to be freely equal if and only if W can 
be transformed into W by a finite sequence of insertions and 
(viii) 
deletions of the pairs oa"^, bb'"^ , co'^, ... ; 
W will be said to be freely reduaed if and only if it has no 
subword of the form y b~^b, bb~^, , ... , and 
will said to be ayoliaally reduced if and only if all cyclic 
permutations of it are freely reduced. 
The generator a of G will be said to ooour to exponent e in f/ if and 
only if y ^  Pa'Q where neither the last symbol of P nor the first symbol 
of $ is a or a"^ . If a occurs to an exponent different from zero in 
W then it will be said that W involves a , or equivalently that a 
occurs in W . The number of symbols in the word W will be called the 
length, of W , and be denoted by . A word V will be said to be more 
than half of W if and only if V is a subword of W and L{V) > isL{W) . 
Concepts such as less than half, exactly half etc. are defined in an 
analogous manner. 
When a group G is given in terms of generators a, b , c, ... and 
defining relators, words in a^b^ c, ... will often be identified with the 
elements of G which they define. The context should make it clear when 
this identification is being made. In particular, if w is a set of words 
in a , b , c, ... then sgp w will denote the subgroup of G generated by 
the set of elements of G defined by the words in . Also, if N is a 
normal svibgroup of G and f/ is a word in a, b , c, ... thjen WN will 
denote the element gN of G/N , where g is the element of G defined by 
W . 
When working with free groups the identification discussed in the 
previous paragraph will nearly always be made. Thus if F is the free 
group on X , y, z, ... then the freely reduced words in x, y, z, ... will 
usually be regarded as the elements of F . It is well-k;nown (see Theorem 
1,2, page 31+ MKS) that every element of F is defined by a unique freely 
reduced word, so that if Wi and freely reduced and Wj = W2 in 
/•' ihf;n Wi - Wy . The length of an element of F will be takep to be the 
length of the unique freely reduced word defining that element. 
(ix) 
Let {xi , , 3:3 , .. .} be a fixed but arbitrary countably infinite set. 
For s a positive integer, F^ will denote the free group on 
5 > •*•5 ^ s • 
The greatest integer function [ ] will be needed occasionally. This 
is defined as follows. For V a real number, [y] is the greatest integer 
less than or equal to V . 
3. The following notations are introduced in the text. The numbers 
refer to the pages where the notations are introduced. 
fR(r) 
A 
0 
9n 
An 
GFipn 
SL(p^) 
PSL(pM 
REx] 
deg[f{x)] 
I 
Z 
[^1, 92^ 
P(G^ ) 
sg(y) 
X 
W 
2. 
the variety of abelian groups, 3. 
the variety of all groups, 3. 
5. 
the alternating group on {l, 2, ..., n} , 11. 
a field with p^ elements, 11. 
11. 
11. 
ring of polynomials in x with coefficients from R , 
12. 
the degree of the polynomial f{x) , 12. 
the identity matrix, 12. 
12. 
the ring of integers, 13. 
19. 
26. 
the sign of y , 33. 
38. 
40. 
41. 
CHAPTER 1 
1.1 B a s i c concepts and e lementary r e s u l t s 
Let P be a group-theoretic property - that i s , a property which is 
preserved under isomorphism. A group G is said to be vesidudlly P if 
and only if for each non-identity element g of G there is a homomorphism 
9 of (? onto a group H with property P such that Q(g) is not the 
identity of H . Alternatively, a group G is residually P i f and only 
if the intersection of all the normal subgroups N of G such that G/N 
has P is the identity. It is not difficult to establish that being 
residually P is a group-theoretic property. 
With every set C of groups one can associate a group-theoretic 
property, namely the property of being isomorphic to an element of C . It 
is usual to abbreviate the statement "ff is residually isomorphic to an 
element of C " and say simply that "G is residually C this practice 
will be adopted here. Obviously G is residually C i f and only if for 
each non-identity element g of G there is a homomorphism 6 of G onto 
an element E of C such that ^{g) is not the identity of H . If C 
consists of a single element K , then C and K will often be identified. 
Thus "G is residually K " vfill be written instead of "G is residually 
m 
A general discussion of residual properties of groups can be found in 
Section 6 .5 of MKS. A large amount of information is also given in the 
survey article [19] by Wilhelm Magnus, which is concerned primarily with 
residually finite groups. One result of a general nature which will be 
needed in the sequel is the following. 
LEMMA 1 .1 . Let G and H be groups and C a set of gvoicps. If G 
is residually H , and H is residually C j then G is residually C . 
Proof. Let g he a. non-identity element of G . Then Q{g) t 1 for 
some homomorphism 6 of G onto H , and so x^^S') ^ 1 some 
homomorphism X of ^ onto a group in C . / / 
This thesis is concerned with investigating those group-theoretic 
properties P for which free groups are residually P . It has been known 
for some time that free groups are residually finite (Levi [17]) and 
residually nilpotent (Magnus Cl8]). Marshall Hall E8] and Takahasi [40] 
showed that for a given prime p , free groups are residually a finite 
p-group. In recent years there has been some investigation into which sets 
C of groups are such that non-abelian free groups are residually C 
(Peluso [29] , Katz and Magnus [14], Poss [30] , GorSakov and LevSuk [5] ) . 
The resxilts obtained here continue this study. 
It is convenient to introduce the following definition. Let C be a 
set of groups and let r be a non-zero cardinal. Then C will be said to 
have the property F R ( r ) if and only i f a free group of rank r is 
residually C . A natural question to ask is: What properties are implied 
by F R ( r ) ? 
THEOREM 1 . 1 (Peluso [29]) . Let . Then FR(r) implies 
FR(q) . 
THEOREM 1 . 2 . Let C he a set of groups with FR(r) and let F be a 
fvee group of rank r . 
(a) Given a finite set {W^, W2, ..., of non-identity elements of 
F there is a homomorphism 6 of F onto an element of C suah that 
Q{Wi ) t 1 for i = 1 , 2 , . . . , n . 
(b) Given a finite siibset ^ of F there is a homomorphism of F 
onto an element of C which is 1 : 1 when restricted to w . 
Proof. Statement (b) follows from statement (a) by considering the set 
€ w , {y' f/'} . Statement (a) is proved by induQtion on n . 
When n = 1 the statement simply asserts that C has FR(r) . 
Assume n > 1 and let Wi, W2, . . . , Wn be distinct non-identity 
I 
elements of F . I f Wi and Wn do not commute let Wi = [fi^ i , Wnl . 
Otherwise (by exercise 6 , page 42 MKS) there is an element F of F and 
integers m and I such that W^ = , W^ = V^ . Then let Wl = 
Now by the inductive hypothesis there is a homomorphism 6 of f onto an 
3 
element of C such that e(V|) # 1 and e(f/- ) # 1 for 
i - 2 , 3 , n-1 . Now since 6(f/p / I it follows from the construction 
of that eC^^i) # 1 , # 1 . Thus e((v;. ) # 1 for 
i - 1 , 2 , n and the proof is complete. / / 
THEOREM 1 .3 . Let C he a set of groups with FR(r) . Then the 
smallest variety oontaining the set of r-generator groups in C is the 
variety A of all dbelian groups if r = 1 and is the variety 0 of all 
groups if r > 1 . 
Proof. Let F be the free group on the r free generators 
X, y, . . . , and let C^  denote the set of r-generator groups in C . Then 
F is residually C^  . 
Suppose first that r = 1 . Then certainly C^  ^ A . Now it follows 
from Theorem 2 . 3 , page 76 MKS, that a variety which is propeiply contained in 
A is defined by identical relations x f = 1 , , X2I =< 1 where d is a 
positive integer. To see that C^  is not contained in such a variety 
observe that i f x f = 1 were an identical relation in every group in C^  
then X ^ could not be mapped to any element but the identity by a 
homomorphism of F onto a group in Cy , contradicting the fact that F is 
residually C^  . 
Now suppose r > 1 . Then F has a free subgroup F^ of countable 
rank (for example, the subgroup generated by the elements x'^ yx^ for 
i = 1 , 2 , . . . ) . Given a non-identity element W of F* there is a 
homomorphism of F onto an element of C^  (and therefore a homomorphism of 
F* into an element of C^  ) which does not map W to the identity. 
Consequently W = 1 is not an identical relation in every group in Q. . 
Since is an arbitrary non-identity element of F* it follows that C^  
is contained in no variety other than 0 . // 
When r = 1 the converse of Theorem 1 .3 is true. For let C be a set 
of groups such that the variety generated by the cyclic groups in C is the 
variety A , and let F be the free group on the free generator x . Given 
a non-identity element of F there is a cyclic group C in C 
generated by c say, and an integer ^ such that (c^)" t 1 (for 
otherwise = 1 would be an identical relation in every cyclic group in 
C ). Thus c" 1 , so the homomorphism of F onto C defined by x a 
does not map af* to the identity. 
The converse of Theorem 1.3 is also true when v is infinite. For let 
C be a set of groups such that the smallest variety containing the set C^ 
of r-generator groups in C is 0 , and let F be a free group of rank 
V . Given a non-identity element W of F let u , y , ..., 3 be those 
generators of F which occur in W . Then there is a homomorphism X from 
the free group on w , y, ..., 3 into an element G of C^ such that 
X(Jv') (for otherwise C^ would be contained in the variety defined by 
the identical relation W ~ 1 ). Let ^ denote the set of generators of F 
other than w , v, ..., z , and let T be a subset of G of cardinality r 
which generates G . Let / be a bijection from ^ to F . Then the 
homomorphism of F onto G defined by 
X f{xy , X ^ ^ , 
X X(^) , x € {u, y, . .. , z} , 
does not map W to the identity. 
An obvious consequence of the previous paragraph is 
THEOREM 1.4. Let C be a set of groups which is contained in no 
variety other than 0 , and suppose that every group in C can he generated 
by q elements. Then C has FK(r) where r - max{q, ^^ qJ • 
For r is infinite, and every group in C can be generated by r 
elements. 
It has been suggested by Meskin [23] that the converse of Theorem 1.3 
may be true when r = 2 . This is not the case; co\mterexaroples are given 
in §3.1. Whether or not the converse of Theorem 1.3 is true when r is 
finite and greater than 2 remains undecided. 
Apart from Theorems 1.1, 1.2, 1.3 nothing appears to be known about the 
properties implied by FR(p) . In the next section a new necessary and 
sufficient condition for a set C to have FR(r) is given for the case 
when V is finite. This condition is combinatorial and does not relate 
very strongly to the structure of the groups in C . 
I had thought at one time that if a group G were to have FR(2) (or 
more generally FR(p) where r > 2 and finite) then G must have a free 
subgroup of rank 2 . However, the group of permutations of the integers 
generated by the permutation (123) and the permutation mapping i to 
i + 1 for each integer i has FR(2) , as can be shown by modifying the 
proof of Theorem 1 of Katz and Magnus [14]; but since the commutator of 
every pair of elements has finite order the group cannot have a free 
subgroup of rank 2 . It should be mentioned that there is some evidence 
to support the following conjecture (see for example Pride [32], and Chapter 
3 below). Let tf be a two-generator group. Suppose that there is a 
generating pair Qz) of G such that for each non-identity element 
of F2 there is an automorphism <t> of F2 such that i,(l>(IV) ^  1 , where 
L is the homomorphism of F2 onto G defined by x,- 1—»- (i = 1, 2) . 
Then G has a free subgroup of rank 2 . 
1.2 A condition equivalent to FR(r) when r is f inite 
The theorem of this section was suggested by a result of Keller ([15], 
Theorem 6.2). If 6 is a homomorphism of F^  , let denote the 
restriction of 0 to the elements of F^  of length less than or equal n . 
Then Keller's result states that the smallest variety containing a set C 
of groups is the variety 0 of all groups if and only if for each positive 
integer n there is a group G in C and a homomorphism 9 of F2 into 
G such that for every non-empty finite subset E of G either 
n 5e(xi)) I < ij^ 
or 
n EQ(X2)]\ < il^ l . 
It is not unreasonable to expect that if the homomorphism 6 were 
required to map onto G in the above then necessary and sufficient 
conditions for F2 to be ressidually C would be obtained. This is indeed 
the case. More generally, the following result holds. 
THEOREM 1.5. Let t be a ipositive integer^ and let C be a set of 
groups. Then F^ is residually C if and only if for each positive 
integer n there is a group G in C and a homomorphism 6 of F^. onto 
G suc?h that for every non-empty finite subset E of G 
n EQiXi ) ) | < l\E\ 
for some integer i {1 S i S r) . 
The proofs of the sufficiency and necessity of the conditions in 
Theorem 1 .5 are both of a coni)inatorial nat\ire. The proof of sufficiency is 
an adaptation of ideas of Keller, and is not claimed to be very original. 
On the other hand, Keller's method of proving necessity uses non-standard 
techniques which are avoided here. It is worth pointing out that the proof 
of the necessity of the conditions in Theorem 1 .5 given below can easily be 
modified to give a standard proof of the necessity of the condition in 
Keller's Theorem. It should also be mentioned that there is a mistake in the 
"proof" of Lemma 6 . 8 of Keller [15]. The statement: "This implies that 
either w f and u does not, or w does not belong to and u does" 
2 2 
is incorrect. For example, take ff = {x,- , aci- } , w = x^ , u = x^ . The 
mistake can, however, easily be rectified (see Lemma 1 .2 below). 
For the remainder of this section w(n) (n > 0) will denote the set 
of elements of F^ . of length l§ss than or equal n . 
Proof of sufficiency in Theorem 1.5 
Let fv' be a non-identity element of F^ . of length n . By 
assumption there is a homomorphism 9 of F^  onto an element G of C 
such that for every non-empty finite siibset E of G 
n £:e(x,.)) 1 < 
for some integer i (1 S i 5 r) . Then in particular there is an integer 
i {1 S i •S r) such that 
le;ri(e(w(n)) n e ( w ( n ) x , - } ) I < ^le(w(n)}| . ( 1 . 1 ) 
It will be deduced from this that e(fv') # 1 . 
Now e(w(n)] n e(w(n)x,-} 3 e(w(n) n ^{n)xi] and so 
It thus follows from ( l . l ) that 
w(n) n w(n)a:,-1 < i l6 (w( " ) } | • 
Multiplying through by r and combining the result with the obvious 
inequality [0(w(n))| < |w(n)| then gives 
w(n) n w(n)av | < l6(w(n)}l < |w(n) 
Now 
- r|w(n) n w(n)a;,- | = 1 . 
(1.2) 
( 1 . 3 ) 
To see this observe that an element of w(n) ending in x^  belongs to 
w(n) n w(n)j:,- . Also, an element of w(n) ending in xj"^ gives rise to an 
element of w(n) n w(n)a;,- by removing the last symbol a;,"^  , and obviously 
the word so obtained cannot end in x^  . Thus there is a 1 : 1 mapping of 
the elements of w(n) ending in x^  or af ^ into w(n) n ^(n)a^- . This 
mapping ia onto. For if i/ € w(n) n w(n)a:i' then U = Vx^ with V i w(n) . 
Thus either U ends with a;,- ( i f is freely reduced) or U is the 
word obtained from V by removing the last symbol xj'^ of V ( i f Vx^ is 
not freely reduced). It now follows that |w(n) | is equal to the 
number of elements of w(n) ending in x,- or . This number is 
w(n) |-1 
clearly , and so (1 .3 ) holds. 
Now (1 .2 ) and (1 .3 ) together imply that |6(w(n))| = | , or in 
other words that 9 is 1 : 1 when restricted to w('i) . Consequently 
6(f/) ^ 1 , as required. / / 
The proof of the necessity of the conditions in Theorem 1.5 makes use 
of the following result, which is" a generalization of Lemma 6 .8 of Keller 
[15]. 
LEMMA 1.2. Let d^ ( i = 1, 2, . . . , r ) be real nimbers with 
r 
Z = 0 . There is no non-empty finite subset E of F^ such that 
i=l 
E n Exi > I E 
f o r i = 1, 2 , r . 
Proof. Let be a non-empty finite subset of Fr , and for 
i - i, 2, r let denote the set of elements of E which end in either 
X,- or . Define a mapping of £ n Exi into as follows. Let 
W E n EXf . Then W = Ux^ for some U ^ E . If U does not end in 
then define (W) to be W . Otherwise define fi (W) to be U . It is 
easy to see that the fi (i = 1, 2 r ) are 1 : 1 mappings. For 
suppose f i i W i ) = f i iW2) . Then either both of f i iW^) , f . {W2) end in 
Xi , in which case W^ = fi (W^) = f . (W^) = W^ , or both of (fv'p, fi (W^) 
end in xf^ , in which case IfJi = (fv'i)x,- = (f/2)^,- = • The fact that 
the fi are 1 : 1 implies that 
E n Exi £",•1 , i = 1, 2 , r . 
Suppose now, by way of contradiction, that [ff n Exi > 1 
r 
(1.4) 
e\ -i- di for 
i - 1, 2, r . Then by (1,4) IS",- > 1 
r 
e\ + di , and so 
Y, \Ei I > l^ l . Moreover, if any one of the inequalities in (1.4) is 
strict then % [fi',- | > 
i = l 
But X 
1 - 1 
E: £"1 , for the are 
disjoint subsets of E . Thus 
I 1 = S 
i=l 
(1.5) 
and |£' n Sx,- | = Iff,- ] for i = l,2, Consequently each of the 
mappings is onto. 
r 
Now (1.5) implies that U E^ = E and in particular that 1 ^ £ . A 
i - 1 
contradiction will be obtained by showing that 1 i E . It will be shown 
that if V i E then the word obtained from V by removing the last symbol 
is also in E . This implies that every initial segment of 7 is in -
in particxilar 1 € £ . Now there exists i (1 S i 5 p) such that 
V ^ Ei . Since fi is onto there is an element W ^ E c\ EXi such that 
fiiW) = y . Then W = i/x,. for some U ^ E . If U does not end in xr^ 
then V = Ux^ and U is an initial segment of V . On the other hand, if 
U ends in xf^ then V = U and Jt' is an initial segment of V . Thus in 
either case the initial segment of V up to but not including the last 
symbol is in E , as required. // 
Proof of necessity in Theorem 1.5 
Suppose that F^ is residually C and let n be a positive integer. 
Let 
^(n) = u u ^(n)x-'^ u ... u ^(n)ar^ . 
By Theorem 1.2 (b) there is a_komomorphism _on^_ an element G 
of C such that the restriction of 6 to u(n) is 1 : 1 . It will be 
shown that if ff is a non-empty finite subset of G then 
n EQ(xi )} I < ilfi-l 
for some integer i (1 < i 5 r) . 
The idea of the proof is to transfer considerations from G to F^ 
using 6-1 . Let 
6,. = n ffeCa:,. ))| - n | (i = 1, 2, ... , r) . 
It will be shown presently that 
- W I ^ I 6.-
i=l 
(1.6) 
from which the result follows, as is now indicated. 
Suppose, by way of contradiction, that n ffSCx,-))! > I^ffl for 
i = 1, 2, r . Then since | e^l (e n 6^(5;,. )} 1 = 6,- + n e-lCff)^;. 
r 
and l^l ^ ^ + by (1.6), it follows that 
i=l 
6,. + \Q-HE) n Q-HE)Xi I > i le„-l(£)| + X 
0=1 
for i = 1, 2, ..., r . Let d^  = } I "Sy - 6; (i = 1, 2, . ., r) . Then 
X 4 = 0 and le;l(5) n e-l(£)x,- 1 > i|e-l(E)l + di for 
i=l 
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i = 1, 2, But this is impossible by Lemma 1.2. (Note that 
is non-empty; for n n and 
n EGCa;,-)) | ^  > 0 .) 
The inequality (1.5) will now be verified. Let 
A. = n n . Then |A,- | = 6. , for it is 
obvious that [e n EQCx- )) £ O-^iE) n . Now 
6-1 (£• n EQUi )) = {U : U ^ ^nHE), Uxf^ € 6-i(£')} , 
Q-HE) n = {U : U i Q-'HE) , Uxr^ € e-l(£")} . 
Thus t^i = [U V ^ Qn^C^). ^ w(n), ^ e} . It follows that 
each element 1/ of A^. gives rise to an element of E (namely 6[l/x7^] } 
which does not belong to (since 6 is 1 : 1 on u(n) 
Moreover, distinct elements of A^. give rise to distinct elements of E 
(for 6 is 1 : 1 on ) ; and if i 3 then no element of E can 
arise from both an element of A^- and an element of Ay 
(for if U e A-
and V € Ay then i/af^  ends in xf^ and Va^ 'l ends in , so 
tofl ^  Vxj'^  and therefore e(i/xrl) ji 6(73^ 7!) since 6 is 1 : 1 on 
) . The above remarks imply that T 
i=i 
= .1 • 
Since c ^(n) and 9 is 1 : 1 on ^^ (n) it follows that 
and (1.5) holds. // 
11 
CHAPTER 2 
2.1 Introduction 
Yu.M. Gorcakov has asked whether every infinite set of pairwise non-
isomorphic known finite non-abelian simple groups has FR(2) ; it is known 
that the smallest variety containing such a set is the variety 0 (see 
Heineken and Neumann [9], Jones [12])*. When considering Gorfiakov's 
question it is sufficient to restrict attention to infinite sets of simple 
groups all the members of which belong to the same family"'". For the number 
of families is finite, and a known finite simple group which is not 
isomorphic to a member of any family is isomorphic to one of only finitely 
many groups (the "sporadic" groups). Consequently an infinite set of pair-
wise non-isomorphic known finite simple groups has an infinite subset all 
the members of which are isomorphic to groups from one family. 
Probably the best known family of finite non-abelian simple groups is 
the set {An : n > 5} where An denotes the alternating group W 
{l, 2, ..., n} . It has been shown by Katz and Magnus [14] that if J is 
an infinite set of positive odd integers then F2 is residually 
{An : n ^ J ) . However, it is not known whether F2 is residually every 
infinite s;±»set of the set of groups An . 
Another well-known family of finite simple groups is the collection of 
projective unimodular groups PSL(n, p^) defined as follows. Let GF(p^) 
depote a field with p^ elements, and let SL(n, p^) denote the 
multiplicative group of all n x n matrices (n > 1) with entries from 
GF(p^) and having determinant 1 . The projective unimodular group 
PSL(n, p^) is the factor group of SL(n, p^) by its centre. All of the 
PSL(n, p O are simple except PSL(2, 2) and PSL(2, 3) (see Rotman [38]) 
* Gorcakov appears unaware of this result (see the second paragraph of 
GorSakov and Lev5uk [5]). 
t A list of the families of finite simple groups can be found on 
pp. 491-492 of Gorenstein [6]. 
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In [5] Gorcakov and Levcuk show that F2 is residually every infinite 
collection of the groups PSL(2, p^) . This result generalizes theorems 
obtained in Peluso [29] , Katz and Magnus [14] , Poss [30] which consider the 
cases s = 1 and p variable, s > 1 and fixed and p variable, p > 6 
and fixed and s variable, respectively. The question of whether F2 is 
residually {PSL(3 , p) : p a prime} has been raised repeatedly by Magnus 
and his students (see [l^ ^-], [19] , [30] ) . This question is answered 
affirmitively here. More generally, the following result is proved. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let n be an odd integer greater than one^ and let P 
be an infinite set of primes. Then F2 is residually {PSL(n, p) : p € P} . 
In a recent paper of LevciJc [16] it is shown that every infinite set of 
Suzuki groups has FR(2) . Levcuk also claims to have shown in earlier work 
that F2 is residually every infinite subset of the set of groups 
PSL(3, p , but I have no access to the references he gives. 
Before discussing the proof of Theorem 2 . 1 some notation and 
definitions will be introduced. Let R be a commutative ring with identity 
1 . The ring of polynomials in the indeterminant x with coefficients from 
R will be denoted by R[x] . The degree of an element fix) of R[x] 
will be written as deg[/(a;)) . As is well-known (see Jacobson [11] , page 
56) the n n matrices with entries from R form a ring with identity. 
The identity will be denoted by I . The n n matrix with 1 in its 
i-th row and j-th column and zeros elsewhere will be denoted by 
( i , J = 1 , 2 , . . . , n) , and , ^ j , e,- ) 
( i , J = 1 , 2 , . . . , n) will all be defined to be equal to e^ .y . The need 
to miiltiply two matrices 5 6 / ^ ^^ •> ^ ~ . . . , n) will often 
arise in calculations. It is easily shown that the product j ,n is the 
zero matrix i f j ^ I and is equal to B-^ i f 3 ~ I . This fact will be 
used without mention in the sequel. 
The multiplicative semigroup of the ring of n ^ n matrices with 
entries from R has a subsemigroup consisting of all matrices which have a 
single entry, namely 1 , in each row and each, column. This subsemigroup is 
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in fact a group, isomorphic to the symmetric group on { l , 2 , n} . An 
isomorphism is given by 
n 
I ) 
t=l 
n 
where a is a permutation of ( l , 2 , . . . , n} . The matrix ^ ®ta(« ) 
w i l l be c a l l e d the ipermutation matrix oorresponding to O . 
For the rest of this section n will denote a fixed but arbitrary odd 
integer greater than one, and p (possibly subscripted) will stand for a 
prime number. The field GF(p) will be taken to be the field of 
congruence classes of integers mod p . To simplify the proof of Theorem 
2 . 1 use is made o f the f o l l o w i n g r e s u l t : for eaoh integer m greater than 
1 J residually C^ , where C^ = { a, b% a^ . This result is 
proved in Katz and Magnus [14] for the case m = 2 (see Lemma 1 ) , and the 
proof for m > 2 is entirely analogous. Using the above result and Lemma 
1 .1 reduces the proof of Theorem 2 .1 to showing that a group with 
presentation (a, b\ a"> is residually {PSL(n, p) : p € P} . 
The first step is to find a group of n ^ n matrices with presentation 
(a, b; a"> . Consider the ring of n ^ n matrices with entries from 
Z[x] , where Z denotes the ring of integers. The multiplicative semigroup 
of ZEa;] has a subsemigroup consisting of all matrices with determinant 
±1 . This subsemigroup is a group, called the groicp of units. The 
permutation matrix X corresponding to the permutation (1 2 3 . . . n) , and 
n 
the n^atrix Y = I + a: ^ ey ^ are in the group of units. They therefore 
J=2 
generate a siibgroup, tin » of this group. Notice that in this group X has 
order n and Y has infinite order. In §2.2 the following result is 
proved. 
LEMMA 2 . 1 . fv^en a product of the form 
Y V i y ' " ! . . . X'^^Y'^X'^ (^0 
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- where s > 0 ^ the 6,- oan have the values 1 , 2 , n-1 ^ the mi can 
have any integer value except zero, ^ can have any integer value, n can 
he 0 , 1 , 2 , n-1 , C and n cannot he zero simultaneously unless 
s > 1 - is multi-plied out, it has an entry of degree at least one, provided 
? and s are not both zero. 
From this lemma and Corollary 4 , 1 . 1 , page 186 MKS follows immediately 
THEOREM 2 . 2 . U„ = <a, b; a " > . 
The problem is now reduced to showing that U„ is residually 
{PSL(n, p) : p € P} . There are plenty of homomorphisms from U^  into 
SL(n , p) . In fact, let a be a non-zero element of GF(p) , Since Z 
can be mapped homomorphically onto GF(p) , and GF(p) is equal to 
GF(p)[a] , it follows from Theorem 4 , Chapter I I I of Jacobson [11] that 
there is a ring homomorphism of ZixJ onto GF(p) which maps a: to a , 
This homomorphism induces a homomorphism Q^ from the multiplicative semi-
group of all n ^ n matrices with entries from Z[a;] to the multiplicative 
semigroup of all n n matrices with entries from GF(p) . The value of 
at the matrix M is obtained by replacing all appearances of x in M 
by a , and replacing all integers appearing as coefficients in the 
polynomials in M by their congruence classes modulo the prime p . When 
restricted to U„ , is a group homomorphism with range contained in 
SL(n , p ) . Let Q^iX) = C and e ^ ( Y ) = D ( a ) . In §2.3 the following 
result is proved. 
THEOREM 2 . 3 . Let p he a prime which does not divide 3(n-l) . Then 
C and D(a) generate SL(n , p) . ( I f p divides 3(n-l) , the validity 
of the theorem remains undecided.) 
It follows immediately from Theorem 2 .3 that is a homomorphism of 
Ufi onto SL(n , p ) for all but a finite number of primes p . 
Using Lemma 2 . 1 and Theorems 2 .2 and 2 . 3 , it is now possible to prove 
that Un is residually {PSL(n, p ) : p € P} . It is well-known (see 
Rotman [38] , page 158) that the centre of SL(n , p) consists of all scalar 
matrices , where = 1 . Given a non-identity element W of U„ , it 
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will be shown that there is a prime p in P , and a homomorphism 6 of 
Ujj onto SL(n, p) such that 9(W) does not belong to the centre of 
SL(n, p) . Then the composition of 6 with the natural homomorphism of 
SL(n, p) onto PSL(n, p) gives a homomorphism of Ll„ onto PSL(n, p) 
which does not map W to the identity. 
Thus, let W be a non-identity element of t|i • Then W can be 
expressed uniquely as a product of the form (*). First suppose that in the 
product ^ = 0 and s = 0 so that W = X"^  , where 0 < n < n . Let po 
be a prime in P which does not divide 3(n-l) . Then the homomorphism of 
il^  onto SL(n, pg) determined by 
X c , Y D(l) 
does not map W to the centre of SL(n, po) . 
Suppose now that the product (*) is such that not both ^ and s are 
zero. Then by Lemma 2.1, W has an entry 
ao + aix + ... + Oi x^ with cq ^ 0 , Z > 1 . 
Let Po be a prime in P with 
Po - 1 > max{|a/|, Z(n+1)} . 
The congruence class of an integer m mod po will be denoted by m . 
Consider the polynomials 
f{x) = ao + aix + ... + ^ x^ , 
gix) = f(x)[{f(x)y-i] , 
which are elements of GF(po)[a;] . Since a^ ^ 0 and po > j^/] it 
follows that ^ 0 . Thus deg(/(x)) = I , and so deg(0'(x)) = Z(n+l) . 
By Theorem 7 of Chapter III of Jacobson [11], the number of distinct roots 
of gix) in GF(po) is at most l(n+l) . Since the number of non-zero 
elements of GF(PQ) is PO - 1 , and PO - 1 is greater than lin+1) , it 
follows that there is a non-zero element a of GF(po) which is not a root 
of gix) . 
Let 6 be the homomorphism of U„ onto SL(n, Pq) determined by 
Xi-^ C , Y D(a) . 
(Note that Po does not divide 3(n-l) , so Theorem 2.3 applies.) 
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The entries of 9 ( W ) are obtained from those of W by replacing x by a 
and working mod po • Hence 6 ( W ) has 
f ( a ) = ao + aiOL + . . . + a 
as one of its entries. By the choice of a , / ( a ) / 0 and ( / ( a ) ) " # i , 
so clearly 9 ( W ) does not lie in the centre of SL(n, po) • 
2.2 Proof of Lemma 2.1 
Before giving a proof of Lemma 2 . 1 it is convenient to state and prove 
two lemmas which simplify matrix calculations. These results will be used 
frequently throughout this and the next section. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let M be an n ^ n matrix and let P be the 
•permutation matrix oorresponding to the permutation a of { l , 2 , . . . , n } . 
Then 
(a) PM is obtained from M by moving rou i to rou a-i(i) ; 
(b) MP is obtained from M by moving oolwm j to column 0{j) . 
Proof. Let , U,-y denote the entries in the i-th row and j-th 
column of M and P respectively. Note that is non-zero if and only 
if J = a ( i ) , or equivalently i f and only i f = i. When j = a ( i ) , 
H-; = 1 • 
(a) The entry in the i-th row and j-th column of PM is 
which is equal to jy . Thus the i-th row of PM is the same as the 
a(i)-th row of M , or in other words the a-Ui)-th row of PM is the 
i-th row of M . 
(b) The entry in the i-th row and j-th column of MP is 
n 
Z 
Ul 
which is equal to "k. ^ . Thus the j-th column of MP is the same as 
the a~^(j)-th column of M , or in other words the cy(j)-th column of MP 
is the same as the J-th column of M . // 
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LEMMA 2 .3 . Let j he an integer with 1 5 j < n . 
(a) 
n 
I + I \ y 
i=l 
i^' 
n 
I + X 
n 
= I + ^ )e,y . 
i=l 
(b) For any integer t j 
n 
I + I , ^-e,-; 
i=l 
n 
= I + X . 
i=l 
iH 
Proof. (a) It suffices to observe that the product 
n n 
I .^-e.-/ I 
i=l 
i^J 
is the zero matrix. 
(h) Use part (a) and induction. / / 
A product of the form (* ) in which ? = H = 0 will be called a product 
of type - (XY) . When such a product is multiplied out, a matrix with 
entries ^ ( i , j = 1 , 2 , . . . , n) from Z^x] is obtained. The 
following assertion will be proved by induction on s . 
degUPi^) = s , 
deg(ciy < s for j = 2 , 3, s . 
6 Ttl 
For s = 1 the product is just X . Observe that by Lemma 2.3 
(b) , Y"'^  is equal to the n ^ n matrix 
1 0 0 . . . 0 
mix 1 0 . . . 0 
miX 0 1 . . . 0 
miX 0 0 
Now the permutation of { l , 2 , . . . , n ) to which X ^ corresponds is 
(1 2 3 . . . n) ^ and this permutation does not leave 1 fixed. Since, by 
5 / 7 7 TU 
Lemma 2.2 (a), X Y^^ "^  is obtained from Y"'^  by permuting the rows of Y'''^  
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according to the permutation (1 2 3 ... n) ^ , it follows that the first 
of x'^^Y'"^ is one of the rows of Y'"^  other than the first. Thus row 
C l P = miX and cjy ^ is either zero or one for j = 2 , 3, ...» n . 
6/7? 6 
Now suppose s > 1 . The first row of X ^Y'"^ ... X ^ Y^^ is obtained 
from that of X*^!/"! ... X*^ ^ "Iy"'^ "1 by right multiplication by f ^ -
that is, 
U l l > Cl2 > •••> C l n J - v^ll ' ^12 » ^ 
Note that the discussion in the previous paragraph shows that the entry in 
the first row and first column of is msX and that X*^ ^ Y'"'^  has 
the form 
m^x 
m^x 
m^x 
m^x 
Zeros 
and 
Ones 
m,x 
Now by the induction hypothesis, = s - 1 and 
< s - 1 for j = 2, 3, n , and so it is easy to see that 
= s and )) < s for j = 2 , 3, n . Thus (++) holds 
for s and the induction proof is complete. 
Now take a product of the general form (*) in which not both of i and 
s are zero, and let W be the matrix obtained when this product is 
multiplied out. It is required to show that W has an entry of degree at 
least one. 
Case (i). ^ = n = 0 . The product is of type-(XY) so W has an 
entry of degree s , by (++). 
Case (ii) . 5 # 0 , n # 0 . Since 
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and the product on the right is of type-(XY) , has an entry of degree 
at least one by (++) ; consequently W has also. 
Case ( i l l ) . C / 0 , n = 0 . If 8 = 0 , W is just Y^ which has 
Cx as one of its entries by Lemma 2.3 (b). Suppose then that a > 0 . 
. . . X'^ ^V"'^  is a product of type-(XY) , so the entries ^ 
(J = 1 , 2 , . . . , n) in the first row of the matrix U obtained when this 
product is multiplied out satisfy (++) . Now it follows from Lemma 2 .3 (b) 
that the only non-zero entry in the first row of Y^ is the entry 1 in 
the 1 , 1 position. Consequently the first row of W is the same as that 
of U , so W has an entry of degree s . 
Case (iv) . $ = 0 , r i ^ O . I f U is the matrix obtained when 
5 Tf! 6 
X ^Y "^^  . . . X ^ is multiplied out, then U has an entry of degree s , 
and since W is just obtained from U by a permutation of columns (by 
Lemma 2 .2 (b)), W also has an entry of degree s . 
This completes the proof of Lemma 2 . 1 . 
2 . 3 Proof of Theorem 2 .3 
A matrix of the form I + Xe,-y where X ^ o and i ^ j will be 
called a transveation. In a group G the higher oomrmtators are defined 
inductively as follows: i f m > 3 and g-i, g2, Qm ^ G then 
Igi, 02 > = fe. • completeness 
ig € G) is defined to be g . 
The need to conjugate by permutation matrices will often arise. 
LEMMA 2 . 4 . Let P be the permutation matrix corresponding to the 
permutation O of {l, 2, . . . , n} . Then P~^e,-yP = • 
Proof. Since P"^ corresponds to it follows from Lemma 2.2 (a) 
that P~ e^,-y = e(j(,- )y . It then follows from Lemma 2 .2 (b) that 
ea(.- );• P = ea(i )o{j ) • H 
Let n denote a fixed but arbitrary odd integer greater than one, and 
let p be a fixed but arbitrary prime which does not divide 3n - 3 . It 
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is required to show that if a is a non-zero element of GF(p) then the 
elements 
n 
C = I e,- (,• +1) , 
i=l 
n 
D(a) = I + a Y ey 1 
J=2 
of SL(n, p) generate this group. It is easy to see that the subgroup of 
SL(n, p) generated by C and D(a) is the same as that generated by C 
and D = D(l) . For there are integers < and x such that Ka = 1 and 
Tl = a , and so (D(a))'^  = D and D"^  = D(a) by Lemma 2.3 (b). It thus 
suffices to show that C and D generate SL(n, p) . Now it will be 
proved below that the transvection I + ei„ belongs to sgp{C, D} , and 
from this the result follows, as is now indicated. 
It is well-known (see Rotman [38], page 158) that the transvections 
I + Xe,-/ (i # j; i, J = 2, ..., n) , 
where X ranges over the non-zero elements of GF(p) , generate SL(n, p) . 
In fact, it is enough to choose one value of X , say X-^ , for each pair 
(•i> j) • for \j has order p in the additive group of GF(p) and so as 
T runs through the integers from 1 to p - 1 , TX,-y assumes every non-
zero element of GF(p) . Since by Lemma 2.3 (h), 
(I+X,-y e,-y = I + T:\ieij (i # j; J = l, 2, n) 
all transvections can be obtained from the I + X,-ye,-y . Notice that, in 
particular, the value 1 can be chosen for each X,-y . 
Let H = sgp{I+ei„, C} . Now by Lemma 2.4, 
C-MI+ei„)C^ = I + e(i+, )(„+,) 
= Tj , say (0 £ s 5 n-1) . 
It will be shown that for m = 0, 1, 2, ..., n-2 , 
[To, Tl, ..., T^] = I + (-ire(„+i)„ . 
The result is true for m = 0 . Assume m > 0 and that the result is true 
for m - 1 . Then 
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[To, Ti, ..., T^] 
+ , by Lemma 2.3 (h) 
= I + (-D'^-ie^ + - (-ir-^e^ - -
= I + , as required. 
It now follows from the above and Lemma 2.3 (h) that H contains all the 
transvections 
I + e/„ 1 = 1,2,..., n-1 . 
Since, by Lemma 2.4, 
= I + 
U t r, i, J = 1, 2, ..., n) it now follows that E = SL(n, p) . 
To complete the proof of Theorem 2.3 it will now be shown that I + ei„ 
belongs to sgp{C, D} . Let C'^DC and C'^DC^ be denoted by D^ and D2 
respectively. Then 
n 
Dl = I + Z e(/+i)2 » 
J=2 
n 
D2 = I + Z e(y+2)3 
J=2 
by Lemma 2.M-. Now by Lemma 2.3 (b) , 
D-i = I - I eyi 
J=2 
and so 
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D-iDiD = 
n w n 
I - I ey 1 I + X e(y+i)2 
J=2 J ^  j=2 
n n 
D 
n 
I + Z e(y+i)2 - Z eyi - X 6/2 I + I eyi 
J=2 j = 2 .7=2 .7=2 
n 
n 
I 
n 
= I + I e/i + X e(y+i)2 + I e(y+i)i - ^ i 
0=2 J=2 j=2 j=2 
n n 
- I ey 2 - Z ey 1 
J=2 j=2 
= I + en - 621 + ei2 - 622 
= Di , say. 
Similarly, 
D-iDoD = 
n n 
I - I eyi I + Z e(y+2)3 
J - 2 j = 2 
D 
n n n w n 
I + Z e(y+2)3 - Z eyi - I ey3 I + z eyi 
J-2 J=2 J=2 J=2 
n n n n 
= I + Z eyi + X eo-+2)3 + Z e(;-+2)i - Z ey 1 
j=2 j=2 j=2 J=2 
n n 
- Z ey 3 - Z ey 1 
j=2 
= I + e n - esi + ei3 - 833 
= D2 , say. 
By Lemma 2.4, 
C-^DiC = I + 622 - e32 + 623 - e33 
= D3 , say. 
Observe that for i = 1, 2, 3 , D,- has the form 
Zeros 
Zeros 
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where 
2 1 0' 2 0 1' 1 0 0 
Li = -1 0 0 . L^ = 0 1 0 . Ls = 0 2 1 
0 0 1 -1 0 0 0 -1 0 
Now it is easily checked that 
LI^ = 
0 - 1 0 
1 2 0 
0 0 1 
= 
1 0 
0 0 
0 
Consequently 
LzLi^Lii = 
2 0 1 
0 1 0 
-1 0 0 
0 -2 1 
1 2 0 
,0 1 0 
0 1 1 + 
1 0 - 2 
0 0 - 1 
-1 0 
2 0 
0 1 
0 0 
0 -1 
1 2 
1-3 
and so 
1 0 -6 
0 1 6 
0 0 1 
Thus if T is an integer such that 6T = 1 mod p (such an integer exists 
since p is not 2 or 3 ) then it follows from Lemma 2.3 (b) that 
Thus sgp{C, D} contains the matrix 
1 0 - 1 
O i l 
0 0 1 
21+ 
I - ei3 + 623 . 
which will be denoted by Q . 
Now 
T1I rM'+T 
1 0 0 
0 2 1 
p -1 0 
2 1 o' 
-1 0 0 
. 0 0 1 
1 0 - 2 
0 1 2 
p 0 1 
1 2 0 
0 0 1 
p -1 0 
0 1 0 
0 0 1 
1 0 0, 
and so sgp{C, D} contains the permutation matrix 
n 
®12 ^23 + ®3l Z t corresponding to the permutation (12 3) . 
Since C corresponds to the permutation (1 2 3 ... n) , and the 
permutations (12 3), (1 2 3 ... n) generate A^ (Coxeter and Moser 
[4], page 57) it follows that sgp{C, D} contains all the permutation 
matrices corresponding to elements of k^ . 
Now by Lemma 2.'+ the conjugate of Q by the permutation matrix 
corresponding to (3^ + ... n)~l(2, s+l)(l s) (s = 1, 2, n-2) is 
I - e^n + . This matrix will be denoted by M^  . Then 
m-2 MZ+l-n CDC-1 = I + (n-l)ei„ . 
To see this observe that by Lemma 2.3 (b), 
= I - (j+l-n)ey„ + (j+l-n)eo-+i)n 
Thus by Lemma 2.3 (a) ^  
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n-2 
r r = i -
j=i ^ 
(l+l-n)ei„ 
(2+l-n)e2„ 
(3+l-n)e3„ 
+ 
+ 
(l+l-n)e2„ 
(2+l-n)e3„ 
(3+l-n)ei+n 
Now 
- (n-2+l-n)e(„-2)n + (n-2+l^n)e(„-i)„ 
n-1 
= I + (n-2)ei„ - X eyn . 
J=2 
n-1 
CDC~^ = I + y Bjn , by Lemma 2.4, 
J=1 
and so by Lemma 2.3 (a), 
m-2 
MJ + l-n 
•J=l 
CDC-1 = I + (n-l)ei„ , 
as required. 
Now let K be an integer such that K(n-l) s 1 mod p 
integer exists since p does not divide n - 1 ). Then 
(I+Cn-Dem)" = I + ei„ , 
by Lemma 2.3 (b). This shows that sgpiC, D} contains the transvection 
I + ei„ , and completes the proof of Theorem 2.3. 
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CHAPTER 3 
3.1 Introduction 
In his review article [19] Magnus remarks that non-abelian free groups 
are "possibly residually S for a large number of ... single-relator groups 
S ". This comment is the motivation for the investigations of this chapter. 
The problem considered is the following. Let G be a one-vetator group 
with torsion. Does G have FR(r) for some oardindl r j and i f so what 
is the smallest such oardinall The smallest cardinal r for which G has 
FR(p) (if it exists) will be denoted by p(G) . The reason for considering 
p(.G) should be apparent from Theorem 1.1: if p(G) > 2 then any free 
group of rank greater than or equal pCG^) is residually G . (On the 
other hand if p(ff) = 1 then G has VR(.r) if and only if r = 1 .) 
Let G = <a, b, c, i7"> where E is a, non-empty cyclically 
reduced word in a, b, o, . . . and n > 1 . Let q = |{a, b, a ^ . It 
is easy to see from Theorem 1.3 that if c? = 1 then G does not have 
FR(r) for any cardinal r . For in this case G is cyclic of finite 
order, and so the smallest variety containing G is neither A nor 0 . 
If q ^ 1 then G does have FR(r) for some cardinal r . To prove this 
it suffices to show that G has a free subgroup of rank 2 . For then G 
belongs to no variety other than 0 (see exercise 10, page 217 MKS), and so 
by Theorem 1.M-, G has FR(r) where r = max{q, ^Q^ • F^.rst suppose R 
involves at least two generators, say a and b . Then it follows from 
Newman's 
extension of the Freiheitssatz (E27], Corollary th9t for ^ 
large enough sgp{a^, b} is free of rank 2 . Now suppose E invplves 
only one generator, say a . Then G is the free product of sgp{a} and 
the free group on the remaining generators. Thus the subgroup of G 
generated by b and a'^ba is free of rank 2 . 
It is obvious that p(G) is bounded below by the minimum number of 
generators of G ; this number is q . For the factor group of G by the 
, ZzJ^-verbal subgroup of G is isomorphic to the free abelian 
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group Aq of rank q and exponent n . Since Aq cannot be 
generated by less than q elements (page 78 MKS), it follows that neither 
can G . In most instances pCC?) is actually equal to q , but there are 
some exceptions. 
THEOREM 3 . 1 . Let G = <a, b, o, i?"> where B is a non-empty 
ayclioally reduced word in a, b, o, ... and n > 1 . Let 
q = \{a, b, c, .. .}\ . If q = 1 then p(G) does not exist. If q > 1 
then piG) exists and equals q , except when q = 2 and E is a cyclic 
permutation of a power of [a , i ] , in which case p(G) = 3 . 
The above theorem provides co\mterexamples to the conjecture of Meskin 
[23] that the converse of Theorem 1 .3 is true when r = 2 . For if 
G = (a, b', [ a , bT > (n > 1) then G belongs to no variety other than 0 , 
but f is not residually G . 
A weaker conjecture than Meskin's is the following: i f C is a set of 
groups with FR(2) , and C is another set of groups such that every two-
gnerator group in C is a homomorphic image of a two-gener^-|:or group in 
C , then C has FR(2) . This conjecture is also false. For let C 
consist of the single group G , where G = <a, i ; [a , , and let 
C = {>!,„ : m an odd integer greater than 3} . Now is generated by 
(1 2 3) and (34- ... m) (see Coxeter and Moser [4] , page 67) and since 
[ (1 2 3 ) , (34 . . . m)l = ( 1 3 4) it follows that each element of C is a 
homomorphic image of G . By Lemma 2 of Katz and Magnus [14] , is 
residually C , but is not residually C by Theorem 3 . 1 , 
A close examination of the proof of Theorem 3 .1 given below shows that 
for those cases when p((?) = q the following is "Crue. Let F be a free 
group of rank q on the free generators z/, a, ... , qnd let t denote 
the homomorphism of F onto G defined by 
x a, y ^ b, z a, ... . 
Then given a non-identity element W of F there is an automorphism of 
F such that # 1 . Now the kernel of the homomorphism c^ is 
, where N is the normal subgroup of F generated b^ B" . H^ere 
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H is the word obtained from R by replacing a by x, b hy y^ a hy z , ... . 
Then the above statement is equivalent to the assertion that 
n = 1 
where $ denotes the set of automorphisms of F . This in turn is 
equivalent to the statement that N contains no non-trivial characteristic 
subgroup of F . For it is easy to see that PI <t>(N) is the largest 
characteristic subgroup of F contained in N . The above remarks prove 
the "only i f " part of the following theorem. 
Let F be a free group and let V be the n-th pouer^ n > 1 ^ of a 
non-identity element of F . Then the normal subgroup of F generated by 
V contains a non-trivial oharaoteristio subgroup of F if and only if F 
is of rank 1 ^ or F is of rank 2 and V is conjugate to a power of the 
commutator of two free generators of F . 
To prove sufficiency in the above theorem first assume that F has 
r w k 1 . Then every subgroup is characteristic, and sq in particular, the 
normal subgroup generated by 7 is a non-trivial characteristic subgroup of 
F . Now suppose F has rank 2 and that V is conjugate to a power of 
the commutator of two free generators of F . Then it follows from Theorem 
3 . 9 , page 165 MKS that the normal subgroup generated by V is character-
istic'*. 
To prove Theorem 3 .1 it is expedient to consider separately three 
cases. 
CASE 1. q > 2 . 
CASE 2. q - 2 , R not a cyclic permutation of a power of [a , bl . 
CASE 3. q - 2 , R a cyclic permutation of a power of [a , . 
These cases will be dealt with in §§3.2 , 3 . 3 , 3.U respectively. It should 
be pointed out that for Cases 1 and 3 such more is proved than is stated in 
Theorem 3 . 1 . The reader is referred to the relevant sections for details. 
" It will be shown in Chapter 4 that it has a much stronger property -
see Theorem 4 . 5 . 
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The method of proof in Case 2 is different from that in Cases 1 and 3, and 
was suggested by the proof of Lemma 4- of Poss [30]. 
The proof of Theorem 3 .1 makes heavy use of the following result. 
NEWMAN'S SPELLING THEOREM. Let G = { a, b, o R " ) where R is a 
non-empty oyolioally reduced word in a,b, a, ... and n > 0 . Suppose 
W = V in G where W is a freely reduced word in a, b, c, . . . and V 
omits a generator occurring in W . Then W contains a subword Q 
identical with a subword of i?" or its inverse and L(Q) > ^^^ L(R^) . 
A proof of the above result can be found in Newman [26] or MQCOOI and 
Schupp [22]. 
A natural question to ask is whether a theorem similar to Theorem 3 .1 
can be obtained for torsion-free one-relator groups. A few comments 
concerning this problem will be made. Probably the most obvioug remark is 
that Newman's Spelling Theorem does not give any useful information if G 
is a torsion-free one-relator group. Of course the word problem for G is 
still solvable (Theorem U.IU, page 274- MKS), but the solution Is a rather 
complicated procedure. I f G happens to be a small cancellation group (see 
Schupp [39]) then results can be obtained by making use of theorems of 
Greendlinger and other. (These theorems are of a similar nature to Newman's 
Spelling Theorem - see Schupp [39] . ) It is d e a r , however, that a general 
solution will not be forthcoming from such considerations. 
Just as with the proof of Theorem 3 . 1 , I would anticipate the case when 
G is generated by two elements to cause the most trouble. It should be 
remarked that if G = { a, b; R) then G may belong to a variety other than 
0 . This will be so if and only i f R is the image under an automorphism 
of the free group on a, b of a word of the form (.a"^bab^ (Theorem 5 
of Karrass and Solitar [13] , Theorem 2 .4 of Brimner [3] ) . 
Some results concerning two-generator one-relator torsion-free groups 
are known. For example it is shown in Pride [32] t^at i f G = <a, a^b^) 
then F2 is residually G if and only if |Z| ^ 1 , |m| ^ 1 and not both 
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of U l , |m| are equal to 2 ; and it is indicated that F2 is residually 
G = ia,b-, a'^l^ db"^) if s 0 , |Z|, |m| > 0 . In particular F2 is 
residually the non-Hopf group G - <a, i ; of Baumslag and 
Solitar [1]. Other results can be obtained using the Criterion in Pride 
[32], but it does not seem that such techniques will lead to a general 
solution. 
3.2 Proof of Theorem 3.1 (Case 1) 
In this section it will be shown that if q is greater than 2 and 
G = ( a , b, G, i?"> with n > 1 and \{a,b, o, - q , then a free 
group of rank q is residually G . In fact, a much more general result 
will be obtained, namely the following. Let F be the free group on the q 
free generators x, y, z, ... j cmd let A be a proper finite subset of the 
generators a, b, a, ... of G . Given a finite set w of non-identity 
elements of F each involving x there is a homomorphism Q of F onto 
G such that Q{W) does not belong to sgp A for any element W of ^ . 
If q is finite then 6 oan in fact be chosen so that QiW) does not 
belong to any subgroup generated by a proper subset of the generators of 
G . 
By relabelling the generators of G if necessary, it can be assumed 
that a occurs in R , and unless B involves only one generator that b 
also occurs in i? . It is of course assumed that R is cyclically reduced 
and non-empty. 
Let X be an integer greater than the moduli of all exponents to which 
y occurs in W for all elements (v^  of w , and let Y be an integer 
greater than the moduli of all exponents to which a occurs in i?" . If 
is infinite let ^ be a generator of G which is not in A u {a, b, 0} 
and let P be the word ga^ . If q is finite let P be a freely reduced 
word involving all the generators of G except a and b , and having cY 
as a subword. Let 6 be the homomorphism of F onto G defined by 
X b ^ PaPb ^ , y ^ b , z c, ... . 
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Consider an element P/ of w . Then can be written uniquely as 
... U^x^ , s > 0 
where the are freely reduced words in the generators of F other than 
X and are non-empty except possibly for Ui , the Oj are integers, non-
zero except possibly for o^  , and a^  / 0 if s = 1 (since W involves 
X ) . Now suppose f/,- = y^ Uiy^' where U- does not have y or as 
first or last symbol. Then 6(1/,-) = b ^ T-b^* where is obtained from 
Ui simply by replacing y, s, . . . by b, o, ... respectively. Then OC;/) 
is equal to 
Now this is not necessarily freely reduced as a word in a , b , o, . . . . 
However, by the choice of X , to freely reduce it only involves cancelling 
i-symbols from the ends of the subwords (b^PaPb^)-^ and the subwords 
b ^ T^b^* . It is thus not difficult to see that the freely reduced form, 
2 , of the above word has the following properti^e^, 
(3 .1 ) If q is infinite then g occurs in Z , and if q is 
finite then all the generators of G occur in Z . 
( 3 . 2 ) a occurs only to exponent ±1 in Z . 
(3 .3 ) A s\ibword of Z involving a and b has either o^ or 
as a subword. 
It will now be shown that if q is infinite and 7 is a word in the 
generators belonging to A then Z # 7 in ff , and th^t if q is finite 
then Z is not equal in G to any word which does not involve all the 
generators of G . Taking (3 .1 ) into account, it suffices, by Newman's 
Spelling Theorem, to show that Z does not contain a subword identical with 
more than half of i?" or its inverse. If R only involves a this 
follows from ( 3 . 2 ) ; i f R involves a and b it follows from (3 .3 ) and 
the choice of Y (noting that a word which is more than half of i?-" must 
involve a and b ). 
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3.3 Proof of Theorem 3.1 (Case 2) 
In this section it will be shown that if G - { a, b-y R^) (n > 1) , 
where R is non-empty and cyclically reduced and is not a cyclic 
permutation of a power of \.a, h'\ , then F2 is residually G . This is 
already known if R involves only one generator (Lemma 1, Katz and Magnus 
[14]), so it can be assumed that R involves both a and b . For ease of 
notation the generators xi, X2 of F2 will be relabelled as x and y 
respectively. 
Suppose that (Ji is an automorphism of F^ and that i is the 
homomorphism of F^ onto G defined by 
x I—a , y ^ b . 
Let R be the word in x and y obtained from R by replacing each 
occurrence of a by x and each occurrence of & by 1/ , and let N be 
the normal subgroup of F2 generated by . Then the kernel of the 
homomorphism ^ is '^{N) , so that F2/4)(il?) is isomorphic to G . 
Consequently, it suffices to find a family $ of automorpJ^i^HlS of ^^ch 
that 
n = 1 . 
Let IT be the automorphism of F2 defined by 
y , y ^ X , 
and for X a positive integer let be the automorphism of F2 defined 
by 
X ^ y'>'xy^ , y ^ y . 
It will be shown that 
n n n (J)x^(^) = 1 . 
X=1 A=l 
Suppose that f/ is a freely reduced word belonging to 
n ^ x ^ m n n . 
X=i X=1 
Then W defines the identity in the groups G-^ = < x , y t, fl" > and 
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^X ' y, for X = 1, 2, ... . Here B^ and are certain 
cyclically reduced words such that the normal subgroups generated by B^ 
and are and respectively. If W is not the empty 
word it follows from Newman's Spelling Theorem that W contains a subword 
identical with a cyclic permutation of B^ or its inverse, and also that W 
contains a subword identical with a cyclic permutation of B^ or its 
inverse. Thus 
L(W) > L(B^) , (3.4) 
LiW) > L(Bp . (3.5) 
It will be shown below that either unbounded as ^ 
increases. Therefore the inequalities (3.4), (3.5) cannot both hold, so W 
must be the empty word. 
In order to write down explicit expressions for B^ and for large 
X , it is expedient to introduce the function sg which ip defined as 
follows: if V is any integer then 
sg(v) = 
1 V > 0 
0 V = 0 
-1 V < 0 . 
Let 5 be a positive integer. It can easily be shown by Induction that 
and that 
and it therefore follows that for every non-zero integer r| , 
(i/V)^ = ^ sg(n)X^^sg(n)^sg(n)2X^ln|-i^sg(n)^sg(n)X _ 
Now by cyclically permuting B if necessary it cap be supppsed that 
B = x^^y^^ ... x^y^^ where s > 0 and a. , 3- (l S i < e) are non-: 
integers. Then 
-zero 
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^ x ( ^ ) = T T 
^ = l 
y 
= ^ s g ( a i ) X 
s - 1 
i^l 
| - ^ s g ( o i , - ) ^ s g ( a , - ) 2 A ^ l a , - | - l ^ s g ( a , - ) ^ ( s g ( a , - ) + s g ( a , - + 1 ) ) X + 3 , -
X ° ' y 
a n d s o 
- s g ( a i ) X . s g ( a i ) X y - - (j)x(i?)y 
s 
i=l 
) ^ s g ( a , - ) 2 X ^ l o j - | - l ^ s g ( a , - ( s g ( a , - ) + s g ( a . - + 1 ) } X + 6 , - ^ ^ 
w h e r e a ^ i = a ^ . S i m i l a r l y 
a,- ( X ^ X > , 3 . 
i=l 
_ a i + s g ( 3 i ) X 
y 
i = l 
f s g ( 3 , - ) + s g ( 3 , - + i ) ] X + a j - + i 
a n d s o 
i = l 
w h e r e 3 ^ + 1 = 3 i a n d a ^ + i = a i . 
T h e r i g h t - h a n d s i d e s o f ( 3 . 7 ) a n d ( 3 . 8 ) w i l l b e c y c l i c a l l y r e d u c e d i f 
( s g ( a , - ) + s g ( a ; + i ) ] X + 3,- # 0 i = 1 , 2 , s , ( 3 . 9 ) 
( s g ( 3 , - ) + s g ( 3 , - + i ) ) > ^ + a - + i # 0 i = 1 , 2 , . . . , s . ( 3 . 1 0 ) 
I t i s c l e a r t h a t i f X i s l a r g e e n o u g h X w i l l s a t i s f y ( 3 . 9 ) a n d ( 3 . 1 0 ) , 
a n d f o r s u c h X t a k e R a n d R * t o b e t h e w o r d s o n t h e r i g h t - h a n d s i d e 
X A 
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of (3.7) and (3.8) respectively. 
It now follows that, for large X , if |a,.| > 1 for some i 
(1 5 i 5 s) then R^ has ^^X ^ Also, for 
i = 1. 2, .... s , \ has ^i3g(a,.)tsg(a,.+i))X+3.- ^^ ^ 
Consequently LiRy) is unbounded as X increases unless 
Oj- I = 1 i = 1 , 2 , ... , s , (3.11) 
sg(a,-) + sg(a,-+i) = 0 i = 1, 2, s . (3.12) 
In a similar fashion it follows that -Z^C^*) is unbounded as X increases 
unless 
B," I = 1 i = 1, 2 s , (3.13) 
sg(3,-) + sg(3,-+i) = 0 i = 1 , 2, s . (3.14) 
To complete the proof it suffices to show that (3.11)-(3.14) cannot hold 
simultaneously. 
If (3.11) and (3.12) hold then o^- = ( - D ' + ^ a ^ ( 1 5 ^ 5 8 ) , and 
similarly if (3.13) and (3.14) hold then B,- = . Now (3.12) 
implies that a^ and a^ (= a^+i) have opposite sign and so s must be 
even, say s = 2Z . It now follows that if (3.11)-(3.14-) hold then 
flE , and so . Consequently R is 
a cyclic permutation of either [a, fcf or [a, 2?]"' , which is a 
contradiction. 
3.4 Proof of Theorem 3.1 (Case 3) 
Let G - ia^ b; [a, bT ) where n > 1 . In order to show that F2 is 
not residually G use is made of the following result. 
If ("1, W2) ^ generating pair of G then there is a generating 
pair X 2 ) , ^2)) of F2 such that w,- = I,-(a, b) for 
i = 1 , 2 . 
This result is a special case of the main theorem of the next chapter 
(Theorem 4.3). The result has also been proved by Purzitsky and Rosenberger 
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(see [35] , Lemma 3 and [36] , Lemma 3)'"^. 
It follows from the above that every homomorphism of F2 onto G maps 
, X2]" to the identity. For a homomorphism is defined by mapping x-
to u^ (i = 1 , 2) for some generating pair (u j , U2) of G . Now 
u,- = Y- (a, b) (i = 1 , 2) for some generating pair 
X2) , ^2 ) ) of • By Theorem 3 . 9 , page 165 MKS, 
[Yl (xi , X 2 ) , 5 ^2)1 is equal in F2 to a Gonjuga,te of , x^'] or 
its inverse, and so \.U\ , U2] is equal in G to a conjugate of [a, b']-^ . 
Consequently [wi, U2]" = 1 in G . 
It will now be shown that is residually G . In fact it will be 
shown that if is a finite set of non-identity elements of F^ each 
involving xi j then there is a homomorphism 6 of F^ onto G such thab 
eCfv') is not equal in G to a power of a or a power of b for each 
element of w^  . 
Let X be an integer greater than the moduli of all the exponents to 
which X2 occurs in for all elements W of ^ , and let 6 be the 
homomorphism of F3 onto G defined by 
b^a^b^db^a^b^ , X2 ^ b , X3 a^ . 
Consider an element {v' of w^  . Then W can be written uniquely as 
ot cc ct 
UiXi'^U2Xi^ ... Us Xi^ , s > 0 
where the i/,- are freely reduced words in X2 and 3:3 and are non-empty 
except possibly for Ui , the are integers, non-zero except possibly 
for a^  , and o^  / 0 i f s = 1 (since W involves ) . Now suppose 
U- = xf' Uf X2' where U- does not have X2 or X2 ^ as first or last 
symbol. Then 6(t/,-) = b^'T^b^' where T- is obtained from U^ by simply 
replacing X2 by b and X3 by a^ . Thus is equal to 
... b^^Tsb""^ [b^hWa'bYs . 
" I thank A.M. Brunner for pointing out the paper [35] to m^. 
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Now this is not necessarily freely reduced as a word in a and h , but by 
the choice of ^ , to freely reduce it only involves cancelling i>-syTnbols 
from the ends of the subwords {h^ a^ h'^ ab'^ a^ b^ )-^  and the subwords 
b^ T-h^^ . It is therefore not difficult to see that the freely reduced 
form, Z, of the above word has the following properties. 
(3.15) Z involves a and b . 
(3.15) Any subword of Z of length 4 starting with an a-symbol 
has either two consecutive a-symbols or two consecutive 
Z^-symbols. 
Now if Z is equal to a power of a or a power of b then taking 
(3.15) into account it follows from Newman's Spelling Theorem that Z has a 
subword Q identical with a subword [a, Z?]^ and L{Q) > 4(n-l) . Then 
Q must have a subword of length 4 starting with an a-symbol. However by 
(3.16) no subword of Z of length 4 starting with an a-symbol can be a 
subword of [a, Z)]-" . Consequently Z is not equal to ^ power of a or a 
power of Z? , as required. 
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CHAPTER 4 
4.1 Introduction 
Let G be a two-generator group. Two generating pairs (g-j, g2) i 
9'P ^ sre said to be Nielsen equivalent if and only if there is an 
automorphism 
Xi I—>• J,- (a:i, X2) , i = 1 , 2 , 
of F2 such that g/ = Y,- (gi, g2) for i = 1 , 2 It is easily shown that 
Nielsen equivalence is an equivalence relation. 
In the previous chapter use was made of the fact that if 
G - ia, t\ [a, t]"> (n > 1) then G has one Nielsen equivalence class. 
This result will be proved here. In fact, a similar result will be proved 
for a much wider class of groups. Let x^  denote the set of words in a, t 
of the form 
a ^ ^ - V ^ . . . 
where all the a,- are non-zero and have the same sign and all the 0,- are 
non-zero and have the same sign. Then the main theorem of this chapter 
states that if G - (a, t-, R") where i? € x <md n > 1 then G has one 
Nielsen equivalence class. (See Theorem 4.3.) This theorem has several 
interesting corollaries which are presented in §4-.6. In particular, a 
simple solution to the isomorphism problem for the set 
{< a, t; i?"> : i? € n > 1 } is given (Theorem 4.6). Also, a counterexample 
to the converse of Corollary 4.13.1, page 271 MKS is obtained (Theorem 4.7). 
It is worth pointing out that the restriction in the main theorem that 
n be greater than 1 cannot be removed in general, even if it is only 
required that G have one T-system (as defined in B.H. Neumann and Hanna 
Neumann [25]). For Brunner [3] has shown that if G = ( a, t', 
then G has infinitely many r-systems. (There are in fact numerous words 
i? in X for which a group with presentation < a , t; R) has more than one 
* Some authors prefer to say that the pairs lie in the same i4-class. 
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T-system.) 
Suppose G = (a, t; i?"> where i? € x and n > 1 . Thep 
G - {a,b, t; P = where P is the word obtained from R by 
1 ft. ft-
replacing each subword t~ a ' t by b^ . Thus G is an HNN group 
(definitions are given later); the base of G is the one-relator group 
H = <a, b-, P"> and the associated subgroups are sgp{a} and sgp{i>} . 
Moreover, the associated subgroups are malnormal in the base. The proof 
that G has one Nielsen equivalence class makes heavy use of part of the 
theory of HNN groups. This theory is developed in §§4.2-4.4. 
In §4.2 the main concepts and definitions needed for the rest of the 
chapter are introduced and some elementary lemmas are proved. 
In §4.3 a reduction theorem for arbitrary HNN groups is obtained. This 
theorem shows that given a pair of words (Z, Y) in the generators of an 
HNN group A one can obtain from it another pair (Z, Y) where sgp{Z, Y} 
is conjugate to sgp{^, Y} , and where there is very little "collapse" (in a 
sense to be made precise) in any of the words XY, Z'^Y, ZY"^, . 
This enables one to conclude that (Z, Y) (and therefore (Z, Y) ) does not 
generate A unless Y belongs to the base of A . The mapping 
(Z, Y) t—^  Y) is built up from mappings similar to Nielsen 
transformations, and is computable if A satisfies certain effectiveness 
assumptions. 
In §4.4 the reduction theorem is used to obtain information about the 
possible generating pairs of HNN groups in which the associated subgroups 
are malnormal in the base. It is shown that given a pair of words (Z, Y) 
in the generators of such a group B , one can obtain from y) , using /V /s mappings similar to Nielsen transformations, a pair Y) , such that 
/S /N /S ^ _ 
sgp{A', Y} is conjugate to sgp{X, Y} and such that sgp{^, Y) is equal to 
/s 
B only if X has just one occurrence of the stable letter of B , and J 
/\ yN/N /N /\/N ^ 
and one of X'^YX, XYX-^ belong to the base of B . Thes mapping 
{X, Y) (Z, Y) is computable if B satisfies certain effectiveness 
assumptions. 
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In §4.5 the res\ilts of §4.4- are used to establish the main theorem, 
that is , if G = < a , t ; i? "> where i? 6 x and n > 1 , then G has one 
Nielsen equivalence class. Moreover, the method of proof provides an 
algorithm to decide for any pair of words (U, V) in a, t whether or not 
{U, V) generates G . 
The techniques developed in this chapter can be used to investigate the 
Nielsen equivalence classes of groups other than those considered here. It 
is felt, however, that the inclusion of these results in this thesis would 
be straying too far afield. The interested reader is referred to Pride [34-] 
and subsequent piiblications. 
4.2 Preliminaries 
An integer of modulus 1 is denoted in the sequel by £ (or by some 
variation such as £ ' , £2 ) • 
Let 
G = (a, b, e , t ; P , Q, B, t-^Ujt = Vj ( j € J) > 
where P, Q, R, f/y , 7y ( j € J) are words in a, b, a^ ... ^ and let 
H - (a, b, o, P, Q, E, . . . ) . Then G is called an HNN group with 
base H and stable letter t i f the mapping 
Uj ^ Vj J ^ J 
defines an isomorphism, 6 , of the subgroup K_i of H generated by the 
Uj onto the subgroup Ki of E generated by the Vj . It is usual to 
call K_i and Ki the associated subgroups of G . A theorem of Higman, 
Neumann and Neumann [10] asserts that if G is an HNN group then H is 
embedded in G by the mapping a ^ a, b b, o c, . . . , and so H can 
be regarded as a subgroup of G in the natural way. This will be done in 
the sequel. 
Let f/ be a word in the generators a , 2?, c , . . . t of G . The 
t-length of W is the number of t-symbols appearing in iV ; this number 
is denoted by I'v'l • I f = 0 then W is said to be t-free. The 
t-length of a pair W^) of words is the sum jf/il + •> ^^ 
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denoted by • 
A word in the generators a, b, a^ ..., t of G is said to be 
t-r>eduoed i f and only i f it has no siibword of the form where k is 
t-free and belongs to . The importance of t-reduced words stems from 
the following result. 
BRITTON'S LEMMA. Let G be an Ym group with stable letter t . A 
t-reduced word in the generators of G which involves t is not equal in 
G to a t-free word. 
For a proof see Britton [2] or Miller [24]. 
Given a word f/ in the generators of G it is reasonably obvious that 
by repeating finitely often the operation of replacing a subword of the form 
by , a word U can be obtained from W , with |f/| 5 , 
such that U is t-reduced and U = W in G . Since ope of the concerns 
of this chapter is with decidability questions, a specific procedure for 
obtaining a t-reduced word from W will be given. If H is finitely 
presented then this procedure is algorithmic provided th^ fqllowxpg two 
conditions are satisfied. 
( i ) The set J indexing the generators of K_i and Ki is finite , 
( i i ) The extended word problem is solvable for and Ki in ff -
that i s , there is an algorithm to decide for any word h in a, b, c, . . . 
whether or not h is equal in H to a word in the generators Uj ( ) of 
(-^i) and i f so for writing h in at least one way in terms of the 
generators. 
It should be mentioned that it can and always will be assujned, 
regardless of whether the rewriting of elements of K^ in terms of the 
generators of K^ is algorithmic or not, that if h is a word in 
a, b, Q, ... whidh is freely equal to the empty word then h is rewritten 
as the empty word in terns of the generators of K^ . (This is to ensure 
that words such as t~^a~^at t-reduce to the empty word.) 
Now suppose fv' is a word in a^ b, a, ... , t . Scan W from left to 
right searching for a subword of the form where k is t-free and 
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belongs to . If no such subword exists then stop. Otherwise choose 
the leftmost subword of W . Write k in terms of the generators 
of and apply the isomorphism to get a word in the generators of 
K^ . Regard this as a word k* in the generators a, b, c, ... of H and 
replace the subword by k* . Let W be the resulting word. Then 
W = W in G and < . Now repeat the above procedure with W 
in place of W , and so on. After a finite number of steps a word U will 
be reached which is t-redyced and is equal to W iu G . The procedure 
just described will be called t-reduaing and U will be called the 
t-reduoed form of W . 
LEMMA 4 . 1 . Let X and Y be t-reduaed wovda and let Z be the 
t-reduoed form of XY . Suppose that in t-redudng XY all the t-syrrbols 
from X are removed. Then is t-reduoed. Similaj[>ly, if all the 
t-syrrbols from Y are removed then ZY"^ is t-reduoed. 
Proof. The second part follows from the first by considering . 
To prove the first part it can be assumed > 0 and | z | > 0 , for 
otherwise the result is trivial. Suppose X has initial segment xt^ 
where x is t-free. Then Y = QY where = , Q ends with 
and XQ t-reduces to ak where k is t-free and belongs to . Now 
suppose Y has initial segment yt^ where y is t-free and 6 = ±1 . 
Then Z has initial segment skyt^ . Now is t-reduced unless 
e = 6 and ky € . But if ky € then y i and so e 6 , 
otherwise Y would not be t-reduoed. / / 
REMARK. Lemma 4 .1 could also have been proved using the fact (vfhich 
follows from Britton's Lemma) that i f two words are equal in G then their 
t-reduced forms have the same t-length. 
A word in the generators of G is said to be oyolicalli^ t-reduaed if 
all cyclic permutations of it are t-reduced. 
LEMMA 4 . 2 . Let X and Y be t-reduoed words. Any one of the 
following statements implies one of the other two. 
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f:'J X is aualiaally t-reduaed. 
(ii) XY is t-reduaed. 
(Hi) is t-reduced. 
Proof. It can be assumed that \ x \ > 0 and |y| > 0 , for otherwise 
the result is obvious. Suppose X has initial segment xt^ and terminal 
segment t ^ ' x ' , and J has initial segment yt^ (6 = ±1) . Here 
X, x', y are t-free. Then 
X is cyclically t-reduced unless e = -e' and x'x € ; 
XY is t-reduced unless e ' = -6 and x'y ^ ; 
X~^Y is t-reduced unless e = 6 and x~^y ^ . 
It is now easy to see that i f any two of (i) , (ii) , (Hi) fa i l then the 
third one does also. / / 
Given any word N in the generators a, b, a, ..., t of G there is 
a method for obtaining from W a cyclically t-reduced word V which is 
equal in G to a conjugate of W (or , as will be said, is conjugate to W 
in G ). This method is algorithmic i f t-reducing is algorithmic. The 
method is as follows. First t -reduce W to obtain U . Check whether or 
not UU is t-reduced. I f it is then stop. Otherwise let S be the 
initial segment of U up to and including the first t-symbol, and t-reduce 
S'^'US to obtain a word U' conjugate to fv' in G with [i/'l < |y| , Now 
repeat the procedure with U' in place of U , and so on. After a finite 
number of steps a word V will be reached which is cyclically t-reduced 
and conjugate to I;'' in G . The word V will be called the ayolioally 
t-reduced form of . 
It should be noticed that i f W is t-reduced then the cyclically 
t-reduced form of W is the t-reduced form of , where T is an 
initial segment of W and T 5 % A/ . Moreover, T can be determined 
algorithmically i f t-reducing is algorithmic. 
L E M M A 4 . 3 . Let ^ he a t-reduoed word with oyoliadlly t-reduaed 
form V , and let T be the initial segment of W such that V is the 
t-reduoed form of T'^WT . If Ty is a terminal segment of T then T^V 
and VTi^ are t-reduced. 
Proof. Let X be the t-reduced form of WT . Then the t-reduced 
form of is V , and all the t-symbols from are removed in 
t-reducing f ' ^X . Thus TV is t-reduced by Lemma 4 . 1 , and consequently 
T^V is reduced. 
In a similar way, if Y is the t-reduced form of then the 
t-reduced form of YT is V and all the t-symbols from T are removed in 
t-reducing YT . Hence VT''^ , and therefore , is t-reduced. / / 
Another point to observe is that if the cyclically t-reduced form of 
a t-reduced word W has t-length greater than zero then the t-reduced 
form of W^ in ^ 0) has an initial segment of t-length 
W 
+ 1 
identical with an initial segment of 
^ g ( n ) 
and a terminal segment of 
t-length 
W 
IS + 1 identical with a terminal segment of j^g(n) ^ This 
easily proved by induction. 
LEMMA 4 . 4 . Let X he a ayolioally t-reduaed word and T a 
t-rediAced word. Then there is a cycliodlty t-reduoed word Xi with 
Xi\ = and a terminal segment T2 of T ^ which is either errpty or 
has t-length greater than zero^ such that the t-reduced form of T~'^XT is 
TJ^XiT^ . Moreover^ if t-reduoing is algorithmic then Xi and T2 are 
effectively calculable. 
Proof. By Lemma 4.2 one of XT is t-reduced. Assume for 
definiteness that XT is t-reduced. Suppose that in t-reducing T~^{XT) 
exactly X t-symbols from are removed. Let be the initial 
segment of T up to but not including the (X+l)-th t-symbol ( if X = |t 
take Ti to be all of T ) and let T2 be the rest of T . Let Xi be 
the t-reduced form of . Then 
Xi\ = I^Til -
= X + T: -
= X 
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Also, by the definition of Ti , is t-reduced. Clearly Xi is 
cyclically t-reduced if l^i1 = 0 or Ir^j = 0 . Suppose | | > 0 and 
\Ti\ > 0 . Then XiTj'^ is not t-reduced. However, T^Xi is t-reduced 
by Lemma i+.l, and so Xi is cyclically t-reduced by Lemma 4.2. 
The second part of the lemma is obvious. // 
The following transformations of pairs {Wi, W2) of t-reduced words 
will be called elementccry transformations: 
(a) interchanging Wi and W2 J 
(b) replacing W^  by ft^ ' for i = 1, 2 ; 
(c) replacing Wf by the t-reduced form of one of WfW. , W^ Wj^ 
for i 0 i and leaving Vlj fixed; 
(d) replacing Wi and W2 by the t-reduced forms of T~^WiT ^ 
T~^W2T respectively, where T is a t-reduced word. 
It is easy to see that if (W^f W p is obtained from (Wi, ^2) by a 
finite sequence of elementary transformations then sgp{{/^', i^p is 
conjugate to sgp{f/i, f/2} • In particular, (Vj, 1/2) generates G if and 
only if (W^, W p does. 
LEMMA 4.5. Let Wi, ^2 ^^ t-reduoed words whidh generate G ^ and 
suppose wp is obtained from (l^ i, f/2) ^ finite sequenae of 
elementary transformations. Then (f/i, W2) and (W^, wp are Nielsen 
equivalent. 
Proof. It is required to show that there is an automorphism 
(j) : X,. H-^ - J,- (xi, X2) , t = 1, 2 , 
of F2 such that W! = Y- {W^, W2) in G for i = 1, 2 . The proof is by 
induction on the number of elementary transformations used to transform 
(f/l, W2) to iW^, wp . Assume first that just one elementary transform-
ation a is used. If 0 is of type (a) then take ^ to be the 
automorphism defined by 
X2 , CC2 ^ 3:1 ; 
if a is of type (b) then take (j) to be the automorphism defined by 
1+6 
El eo 
if a is of type (c) then take (j> to be the appropriate one of the 
automorphisms 
X, X^X. , X. ^ Xj , 
Xj X.X^ , X: X. . 
Suppose a is of type (d). Since Wi and W2 generate G there is a 
word, say Q(Wi , W2) , in Wi and W2 such that W2) = T in G . 
Then take (J) to be the automorphism defined by 
Xi ^ Q-'^iXi, X2)XiQ(Xi, X2) , X2 ^ X2)X2Q(Xi, X2) . 
Now 
assume that w elementary transformations, 5 • • • > ^m j^re 
used to transform iWi, W2) to w p , where m > 1 . Let 
(f/*, w p - ... W2) . By the inductive hypothesis there is an 
automorphism 
Xj H-^ Z,- (ail, X2) , i = 1, 2 , 
of F2 such that = ^ i = 1, 2 , and an 
automorphism 
Xi Si , X2) , i = 1, 2 , 
of F2 such that W! = S,- (f/^, Wp in G for i = 1, 2 . Hence 
= S,- [ZiCf/i, W2), Z2(Wi, W2)] in G for i = 1 , 2 . Since the mapping 
Xi ^ Si (Zi(a;i, X2), Z2ixi, 3:2)] . i = 1, 2 , 
defines an automorphism of F2 , the result now follows. // 
REMARK. It is not difficult to see that the induction step in the 
proof of Lemma M-.5 above essentially establishes transitivity of the Nielsen 
equivalence relation. 
4.3 The reduction theorem 
In this section the following result will be proved. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let G he an m^ group with hose H (ff # 1) ^ stable 
letter t ^ and associated subgroups K_i and Ki , and let (Z, Y) be a 
pair of t-reduaed words 
in the generators of G . Then (-i^, Y) can he 
transformed by a finite sequence of elementary transformations to a pair 
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(Z , y)j where {X, Y) generates G only if |y| = 0 . If t-reducing is 
algorithrrria then there is an algorithm for obtaining for any pair Y) 
the pair (X, h . 
It is worth remarking, though the fact is not needed here, that if 
7 0 then sgp{Z, Y} is free of rank 2 and has trivial intersection 
with every conjugate of the base. It should also be pointed out, though 
again the fact is not needed, that Theorem 4 .1 remains true i f 5 = 1 . In 
this case G is the infinite cyclic group generated by t and any pair of 
t-reduced words can be transformed by a finite sequence of elementary 
transformations to a pair of the form (t^ , 1) . 
Only the first part of Theorem 4 . 1 will be proved explicitly; the 
proof will be seen to provide the algorithm needed for the second part. The 
reader will notice that the proof has some similarity with the proof of 
Nielsen's Reduction Theorem (Theorem 3 . 1 , page 126 MKS). I have been able 
to extend Nielsen's Theorem to HNN groups, but am far from convinced that 
the reduction procedure can be carried out in a finite number of steps i f 
the base group is infinite. 
The idea of the proof of Theorem 4 . 1 is as follows. Since the pair 
Y) is arbitrary there is little one can say about the t-reduced forms 
of the words XY, X-^Y, XY'^, X-^Y-^ . It is therefore difficult to keep a 
check on the t-reduction of a word in X and J . However by transform-
ing (Z , Y) one can obtain a new pair (Z , Y) , with |Z| > | , such that 
the extent of t-reduction in the words XY, XY~^ , is very 
restricted. Specifically: 
(i) The words J-ij, ZJ-i, are t-reduced, and if 1 > o 
then neither all the t-syrrbols from X nor all the t-syrrbols from Y ore 
removed in t-reduaing XY . 
Furthermore: 
(ii) If |y| > 0 then the oyoliaally t-reduoed forms of X and Y 
have t-length greater than zero. 
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It follows from (i) and (ii) that if |j| > 0 then sgp{l, 7} # G . 
To prove this, let ^ be a positive integer and let n^  , n,-
(i = 1, 2, . . . , Z.) be integers, non-zero except possibly for mi and n^  
Assume that if 1 = 1 then either Wi # 0 or rii ^ 0 , and let W be the 
word 
... f^ri . 
It will be shown that if |y| > 0 then the t-reduced form of V has 
t-length greater than zero. Consequently, by Britton's Lemma, W is not 
equal in G to an element of H . Since f/ is an arbitrary non-empty 
freely reduced word in X and J it thus follows that sgp{Z, j} n ff = 1 , 
and so sgp{J, Y} t G . 
There are two cases to consider. 
CASE (a): XY is t-reduoed. 
In order to t-reduce V/ it is only necessary to t-reduce the subwords 
, . For if m, ^ 0 then it follows from (ii) that the t-reduced 
form of ri has an initial segment of t-length greater than zero 
identical with an initial segment of ^ , and a terminal segment of 
t-length greater than zero identical with a terminal segment of ^ ^  
A similar comment applies to the t-reduced form of if n. ^ 0 . It 
is now easily seen (using (i)) that the t-reduced form of W has t-length 
greater than zero. 
CASE (b): XY is not t-reduoed. 
Since is t-reduced it follows from Lemma M-.2 that X is 
cyclically t-reduced. Similarly, since YX'^ is t-reduced (but 
is not), Y is cyclically t-reduced. It now follows from (i) that in 
order to t-reduce W it is only necessary to choose those i for which 
sgirrii ) = sg(n,- ) = 1 and replace the subword j^^ S^ t^ ^  ^y the 
t-reduced form of XY , and choose those i for which 
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sg(n,- ) = s g i n y = -1 and replace the subword by the 
t-reduced form of . It now can be seen that the t-length of the 
t-reduced form of W is greater than zero. 
The transformation of (X, Y) to (X, Y) is done in three main 
stages. In the first stage (X, Y) is transformed to a pair (U\ , l^i) 
where U^^Vi and UiV^^ are t-reduced. In the second stage (U\, ) is 
transformed to a pair (U2, where U2^V2, > U^^V^^ are 
t-reduced. In the third stage (.U2, Vz'^  ^^ transformed to a pair (1/3, V3) 
such that t-reduced, and i f ] 1/31 > 0 , 
F31 > 0 then neither all the t-symbols from t/3 nor all the t-symbols 
from 73 are removed in t-reducing ^3^3 . The pair (Z , Y) is then 
obtained from ( ^3 , 73) as follows. In the case when the cyclically 
t-reduced forms of U^ and 73 have t-length greater than zero take 
{X, Y) to be ( ^3 , 73) or (7-1, U-^) according as 1^3! > |73| or 
^31 1^3! • Otherwise, by interchanging U^ and 73 i f necessary, it 
can be assumed that 73 has an initial segment T such that the t-reduced 
form of T'^V-^T has t-length zero. Then take X to be the t-reduced 
form of T'^U^T and Y to be the t-reduced form of T'^V^T . 
It will now be shown how to transform (X, Y) to (U3, V3) . 
Stage 1: Transformation of {X, Y) to (f/^, 7^) . 
Let Q be the initial segment of X such that the t-reduced form, 
Xi , of Q'^XQ is the cyclically t-reduced form of X . Let Ji be the 
t-reduced form of Q'^YQ . Let T be the initial segment of J^ such that 
the t-reduced form, Y2 , of T~^YiT is the cyclically t-reduced form of 
Yi . By Lemma 4 . 4 there is a cyclically t-reduced word, X2 , and a 
terminal segment T2 of T such that the t-reduced form of T~^XiT is 
T2^X2T2 . I f all four words iT2^X2T2)-^Y2 , a^e 
t-reduced then take (i/i, 7i ) to be the pair ^2) • Suppose that 
{TpX2T2^^y2 ' ^^ t-r'educed. It follows from Lemma 4 . 3 that IT2I = 0 
so that both T2^X2T2 and Y2 are cyclically t-reduced. Consequently 
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and are t-reduced, by Lemma 4.2. Take 
to be the pair ((2'2^X22'2, ') • 
For stages 2 and 3 the following lemma is needed. A pair (i?, S) of 
t-reduced words is said to be of Tyipe 1 if and are t-reduced, 
and is said to be of Type 2 if RS''^ and are t-reduced. 
The pair is said to be of Type iA (i = 1, 2) if it is of Type i and 
l-ffl = 0 ; or l^l = 0 ; or |i?| > 0 , l-Sl > 0 and neither all the 
t-symbols from R nor all the t-symbols from S are removed in 
t-reducing RS . 
LEMMA 4 . 6 . A pair of Type i (i = 1 , 2 ) can he transformed to a pair 
of Type iA by a finite sequenoe of elementary transformations. 
Proof. Suppose (i?, S) is of Type i but not of Type iA . If all 
the t-symbols from R are removed in t-reducing RS then transform 
(/?, S) to (/?, T) , where T is the t-reduced form of RS . Then clearly 
RT~^ is t-reduced, and R~^T is t-reduced by Lemma 4-.1. Moreover, if 
i - 2 then is t-reduced. Thus (i?, T) is of Type i . Note 
that |(i?, r)| < |(i?, 5)1 . If all the t-symbols from S , but not all the 
t-symbols from R , are removed in t-reducing RS then transform (i?, S) 
to (r, S) . Then [(T, 5) | < | (i?, 5) | , T-'^S, TS~^ are t-reduced and 
T-^S'^ is t-reduced if i = 2 . Thus in either case {R, S) is 
transformed to a pair (i?', S') of Type i with |(i?', S") j < |(i?, 5)1 . 
If (R', S') is not of Type iA then repeat the above procedure with 
(i?', 5') in place of {R, S) . Continuing in this way, after a finite 
number of steps a pair of Type iA will be obtained. // 
Stage 2: Transformation of (i/i, t'l) to (1/2, V2) • 
By Lemma 4.6, iUi, ) can be transformed to a pair (.U, V) of Type 
L4 . If UV is t-reduced then take (U2, V2) to be the pair , . 
Suppose UV is not t-reduced. Then obviously |i/| > 0 , |y| > 0 . 
Also, since and are t-reduced it follows from Lemma 4.2 that 
U and V are cyclically t-reduced. Now suppose that in t-reducing UV 
exactly ^ t-symbols are removed from U Cand hence from V ). Let U be 
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the initial segment of U up to and including the (|l/|-X)-th t-symbol and 
let P be the rest of U . Let Q be the initial segment of V up to but 
not including the ( X + l ) - t h t-symbol and let V be the rest of V . Then 
U ends with t^ , say, and P has initial segment ut^ where u is 
t-free and 6 = ±1 ; and Q has terminal segment with v t-fvee, 
and V starts with t'Y say (y = ±1) . The t-reduced form of PQ is 
ukv where k is t-free and belongs to , and UiukvV is t-reduced 
(so that UukvV is the t-reduced form of UV ). Let Z be the t-reduced 
form of VU . Three cases arise: 
Case (1): Neither all the t-symbols from V nor all the t-symbols 
from U are removed in t-reduaing W to Z . 
Using an elementary transformation of type (c) map (U, V) to 
(UP, UukvV)^ and then map this pair to {PU, ukvZ) by an elementary 
transformation of type (d) ("conjugate by U "). Now {ukvZ){PU) is 
t-reduced (since UP is) and {ilkvZ)~^ {.PU)~^ is t-reduced (since UukvV 
is). It will be shown that (iikvZ)~^ (PU) is t-reduced. Note that ukvZ 
has initial segment vkvt^ and PU has initial segment ut^ . Thus 
(ukvZ)'^(PU) is t-reduced unless y = & and kv € . But if kv ^ 
then V € (since k does), and so Y ^ , otherwise V would not be 
t-reduced. Now take (.U2, V2) to be the pair [ukvZ, (PU)''^] . 
Case (ii) : All the t-syrribols from U are removed in t-reduoing VU 
to Z . 
Transform (i/, 7) to (Py, ukvZ) as in Case (i). Suppose \z\ > 0 . 
Then {ukvZ)~^ {PU)~'^ is t-reduced (since UvkvV is), and {iikvZ){PU)~^ 
is t-reduced by Lemma 4.1. Just as in Case (i) it can be shown that 
(vkvZ)''^ {PU) is t-reduced. If |z| = 0 then it is clear that 
{ukvZ)-^{PU)-'^ , {ukvZ)(.PU)-'^ and iukvZ)-'^ {PU) are t-reduced. Now take 
(1/2,^2) "to be the pair {ukvZ, PU) . 
Case (ill) : All the t-symbols from V , but not all the t-syrribols 
from U , are removed in t-reducing VU to Z . 
This case reduces to Case (ii) by replacing iU, V) by t/'M . 
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Stage 3: Transformation of iU2, V2) to (U^, V^) . 
Use the procedure of the proof of Lemma 4.6. 
4.4. Possible generators of certain HNN groups 
In this section Theorem 4.1 will be used to obtain information about the 
possible generating pairs of certain two-generator HNN groups. The 
following definitions are needed. The subgroup A of the group B is said 
to be malnormal if and only if for all b i B , b'^Ab n A f 1 implies 
b ^ A . The subgroup A is said to be proper if and only if # 1 , 
4 ^ B . 
THEOREM 4 . 2 . Let G be a two-generator HNN group with base H , 
stable letter t ^ and associated subgroups K_i and Ki j and suppose that 
and K^ are proper malnormal subgroups of H . Let (X, Y) be a pair 
of t-reduoed words in the generators of G . Then ( J f , J) can be 
transformed by a finite sequence of elementary transfovmations to a pair 
{X, Y) ^ where (X, Y) generates G only if \x\ = 1 ^ |y| = D 3 ccnd 
either X-^YX or is not t-reduoed. If t-reduoing is algorithmic 
then there is an algorithm for obtaining for any pair (X, Y) the pair 
/V ^ 
iX, Y) . 
The following consequence of the malnormality of K^i and Ki in 
will be used frequently throughout the proof of Theorem H.2. 
LEMMA 4 . 7 . Let Z be a t-reduced word with \z\ > 0 and let h be 
a t-free word. Suppose there is an integer ng such that ^n G 
and Z'^T^^Z is not t-reduced. Then is not t-reduaed for all 
integers n . 
Proof. Suppose Z has initial segment zt^ where z is t-free. 
Then € and z ^h^^z in G . Now for any integer n , 
z'^h^z commutes with z'^h^^z , and therefore lies in by 
malnormality. Thus is not t-reduced. 11 
Just as for Theorem 4.1 only the first part of Theorem 4.2 will be 
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proved explicitly; the reader will be able to obtain from this the 
algorithm needed for the second part. 
Let (X, Y) be the pair obtained from {X, Y) as in Theorem 4.1. It 
follows from Theorem 4.1 that if \y\ > 0 then sgp{X, J} # ff , so in this 
A. /s. ^ ^ 
case it suffices to take (Z, I) to be the pair (X, Y) . 
Suppose that Y = 0 . It is not difficult to see that if the 
exponent sum, x , of Z on t is different from 1 or -1 then (X, Y) 
(and therefore (X, J) ) does not generate G . For let N be the normal 
subgroup of G generated by H . Then G/N is infinite cyclic generated 
by tN , and sgp{Zil^ , YN] = , so that if T # +1 then 
sgpiXN, YN] # G/N . Consequently sgp{X, Y} ^ G . Thus in the case when 
l| = 0 and T ^ ±1 it again suffices to take for (Z, Y) the pair 
(Z, Y) . (Note that, since T # ±1 , jz] ^  1 .) 
Now suppose that |j| = 0 and that T = ±1 . Let T be the initial 
segment of Z such that the t-reduced form of T'^XT is the cyclically 
t-reduced form, JJ , of X . By Lemma 4.4 there is a t-free wor^ h and a 
terminal segment T2 of T , which is either empty or ha^ t-length greater 
than zero, such that the t-reduced form of t~'^ YT is Tl^hT2 . It will be 
shown that if [y] # 1 , or 1^ 21 # 0 , or both and OT^^^ 
are t-reduced then sgp{J/, r^^^Tz) ^  • Thus (Z, J) can be taken to be 
the pair (U, Tl^hT2) • 
Before proceeding with the proof it should be noticed that, since the 
exponent sum of [/ on t is ±1 , the t-length of U is Qdd» 
Now a word in U and T^ /^zTz ^^ equal in G to a word of the form 
i/^ly^Vlr^f/^^y-V^T^ ... lPlT-2h'^T2 , (4.1) 
where Z- > 0 , the m^ are integers, non-zero except possibly for mi , the 
n,- are integers with moduli less than the order of ^ in G , and are non-
zero except possibly for n^  . It will be shown that if |i/l 1 , or 
T2I 0 , or both V'^Tl^hT 
2U and UT2^hT2U ^ are ^-reduced» then a word 
W as in (4.1) in which either I > 1 or mi jt 0 has t-reduced form of 
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t-length greater than zero, and therefore is not equal in G to an element 
of ^^  , by Britton's Lemma. It then follows that 
sgp{i/, T2^hT2] n ff c sgp{T2'^hT2} , and, in particular, that 
sgp{i/, T2^hT2} n H is cyclic. Since a cyclic group has no proper malnormal 
subgroups sgp{y, T2^hT2} n ^^  # , and so sgp{U, T2^hT2} / G . 
In order to show that the t-reduced form of W has t-length greater 
than zero it is convenient to consider several cases. 
Case (i) : l2'21 > 0 • 
The subwords ifi are t-reduced since U is cyclically t-reduced. 
It follows from Lemma M-.7 that the subwords > ^ 0) are 
t-reduced. Also, T2U and are t-reduced by Lemma 4.3. It now 
follows that in order to t-reduce W it is only necessary to t-reduce the 
subword 
in the case when n; = 0 ; and it is thus easily seen 
that the t-reduced form of W has t-length greater than zero. 
Case (ii): \T2\ = 0 {that is, T2 empty). 
Subcase For eaah integer n with W f \ in G , Uh"U , 
U'^h^'U , ore t-reduoed. 
Then ^ is t-reduced, and |f/| > 0 since \u\ > 0 . 
Subcase (ii)B: For some integer ng with h^^ 1 in G ^ Uh^^U is 
not t-reduaed. 
Since U is cyclically t-reduced and is not t-reduced, it 
follows from Lemma 4-.2 that U~ h^^U 
is t-reduced. Consequently U ^h" U 
is t-reduced for all integers n for which # 1 in G , by Lemma M-.7. 
Similarly, since is not t-reduced, is t-reduced 
for all n for which ^ 1 in G . Now for any integer n the 
t-reduced form of Uh"U has an initial segment of t-length at least 
(li/|+l)/2 identical with an initial segment of U , and a terminal segment 
of t-length at least (|j/|+l)/2 identical with a terminal segment of U . (For the (( |i/|+l)/2)-th t-symbol from the right-hand end of U coincides 
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with the (( |t/[+l)/2)-th t-symbol from the left-hand end. Consequently at 
most 2(( |i/l-l)/2) t-symbols can be removed in t-reducing Uh^U .) It now 
follows that in order to t-reduce W it suffiqes to partition the sequence 
mi into "blocks" 
mi , mz > ..., wy(i) , 
'"/(D + l» '"y(l)+2> . 
'"/(s )+l > '"/(i > 
where the ?w's in the same block have the same sign and m's in 
consecutive blocks have different signs, and then t-reduce the subwords 
if^h!"^ ... . 
+ + i ... jf jiDynj^z) ^ 
) + ) + l ... 
It is thus not difficult to see that the t-reduced form of W has 
t-length greater than zero. 
Subcase (ii)C: For some integer no with h^^ # i in G ^ U'^h^^U 
is not t-reduoed. 
By Lemma 4.7, is not t-reduced for all integers n ; in 
particular, U~^hU is not t-reduced and so |j/| > 1 Since U is 
cyclically t-reduced and is not t-reduced it follows from 
Lemma 4.2 that Uh^U is t-reduced for all integers n . 
Now since the exponent sum of U on t is ±1 , and since |i/| > 1 , 
it follows that the exponents on t in J/ do not all have the same sign. 
Thus U can be partitioned into three subwords, say U = PUQ , where 
P = UQt^Uit^ ... t^Up , 
Q = Uqt^Uq ^ it^ ... t^Ug , 
* Remember it is being assumed that either , or 1 1 ^ ^ > 
both ir'^Tz^hTzU, UTj^ hTzU-'^  are t-reduced. 
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with mq » "1 » ; , ^ t-free, and where U has as 
first and last symbol. 
Now in order to t-reduce ^ 1 in G ) it is only 
necessary to t-reduce . To prove this it suffices to show that if 
the t-reduced form, V , of P'l^i"? has t-length zero then V-'^Vt^ is 
t-reduced. Now if |y| = o then V = u^^kup , where k is t-free and 
belong to K^ , and /c / 1 in G . Thus U'^VU is t-reduc^d unless 
v^^kup i K^ . But if u^^kup € K^ then Up ^ K^ (since K^ is malnormal 
in H and k K^ ) , which contradicts the fact that U is t^reduced. In 
a similar way it can be shown that if q < s then in order to t-reduce 
VhP'U-^ 1 in G ) it is only necessary to t-reduce Qh^Q-^ . This 
is also true i f q = s . To prove this it must be estabiished that 
u^Wiq^ \ . Now UQ'^ hPuQ e (since is not t-reduced) and 
so if ^ then u^Uq ^ by m^lnormality. This 
cpntradicts the fact that U is cyclically t-reduced. 
It now follows that after t-reducing W the "q^ntral pieces" U-^ of 
the subwords U-^ remain, and so the t-reduced form of W has t-length 
greater than zero. 
Subcase (ii )D: For some integer yiq with h^^ in G , Uh'^^U'^ 
is not t-reduoed. 
An argument similar to that used in Case ( i i )C above (replace V by 
establishes that the t-reduced form of W has t-length greater than 
zero. 
Since the above cases cover all possibilities this completes the proof. 
4.5 Generation of certain one-relator groups 
By making use of Theorem M-.2 it is now possible to prove the main 
theorem of this chapter. 
THEOREM 4 . 3 . Let i? € x and let n be an integer greater than l . 
If G - {a^ tx R^) then there is an algorithm to decide fpr any pair of 
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words {U, V) in a, t whether or not (I/, 7) ia a generating pcdr of 
G . If (y, V) generates G then it is Nielsen equivalent to it, a) . 
As well as using Theorem 4 .2 the proof of the aiiove result makes use of 
the modification to Newman's Spelling Theorem recently announced by Gurevic 
GUREVIC'S THEOREM. Let G =( a, b, a, ... i?"> where R is non-
empty and oycliaally reduced and n > 1 , and suppose W is a non-empty 
freely reduced word in a, b, c, ... which is equal to 1 in G . Then W 
has a subword of the form f^-'^Ti , where T is a cyclic permutation of R 
or R-'^ J r E T1T2 y and Ti involves all the generators of G which 
occur in R . 
A proof of this theorem can be obtained from the proof of Newman's 
Spelling Theorem given in McCool and Schupp [22]. In fact, it can be shown 
that if W = V in G , where V omits a generator occurring in W , then 
W haa d subword of the form T^-'^T^ . 
The proof of Theorem 4 .3 given beluw is presented iairly intornialiy, so 
that the algorithm required for the first part is not given explicitly. 
However the reader should have no trouble developing the algorithm if he 
desires to do so. A brief description of the proof of Theorem 4 .3 can be 
given as follows. Let G = <a, t ; i?"> with if € x and n > 1 . Then 
G = (at b, ti P " , t'^at - b) ^ where P is the word obtained from R by 
replacing each subword t by . Thus G is an HNN group with 
base H = ( a, bj P") and it can be shown that the conditions of Theorem 
4 .2 are satisfied. Now i f (.U, V) is a pair of words in the generators 
a, t of G then, using Theorem 4 . 2 , one can either decide that (y , V) 
does not generate G , or one can obtain from (J/, 7) a pair (th, aV) 
with h t-free. Here the words th and a^ are such that sgp{t?2, a^} 
is conjugate to sgp{y, V} , and {th, a^) is Nielsen equivalent to (J/, 7) 
if {U, V) happens to generate G . The question therefore arises as to 
I have not been able to prove Theorem 4 .3 using Newman's Spelling Theorem 
i f n = 2 . 
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which pairs of the form {th, a^) can generate G . The key result needed 
to settle this question states that (thy a^^) generates G only if 
(.a, h'^bh) generates H . Now it can be shown that (a, h'^bh) generates 
H if and only if there are integers 3 and a such that h = b^a^ in 
H , and so it follows that if iU, V) generates G then it is Nielsen 
equivalent to a pair {a^ta^, aV) . It can then be established without too 
much difficulty that (a^ta^', ay) generates G if and only if lyj = 1 , 
and so any generating pair of G is Nielsen equivalent to (t, a) . 
Before turning to the proof of Theorem 4.3 it is worth pointing out 
that the condition that all the exponents on a in P have the same sign 
and all the exponents on b in P have the same sign is needed only to 
show that if (a, h-'^bh) generates E = {a,b\ P"> then h ^ b^a^ in E 
for some integers 3, a . I would expect this result to be true without any 
restriction on the exponents in P . If this were the case then Theorem 
4-.3 could be greatly improved. 
Proof of Theorem 4.3 
It suffices to consider the case when R is non-empty, for otherwise 
G is free of rank 2 and the result follows from Theorem 3.1, page 126 
MKS. (If R were allowed to be empty in what follows it would be necessary 
to make case distinctions in a few places.) 
Suppose R = ... c^ t . Then 
G =( a, by ti P"", t-'^at = b) where P = a^^b^^ ... a^ b^' , so that G is 
an HNN group with base E = < a, b\ P"> and associated subgroups sgp{a} 
and sgp{&} . (Note that a and b both have infinite order in E by the 
Freiheitssatz.) In order to be able to apply Theorem 4.2 it i|iust be 
established that sgp{a} and sgp{&} are proper malnormal subgroups of 
E , and that there is an algorithmic procedure for t-reducing words in the 
generators a^ b ^  of G . The fact that sgp{a} and sgp{Z?} are proper 
subgroups of E follows from the fact that E is not cyclic (see page 26); 
that they are malnormal follows from Lemma 4 of Newman [27]. The fact that 
t-reducing is algorithmic follows from Theorem 4.14, page 274 MKS, which 
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shows that the extended word problem is solvable for sgp{a} and sgp{i} 
in H (see also Corollary 1 of Newman [27]). 
Now consider a pair of words (U, V) in the generators a, t of G . 
First t-reduce U and V as words in a, b, t to obtain words X and Y 
respectively. Clearly {U, V) generates G if and only if (J, Y) does. 
A , ^ 
Now obtain from (Z, Y) the pair (Z, 1) as in Theorem '+.2. It suffices 
I /K ^ / V / S / V / V / S -
to consider the case when = 1 , I| = 0 and one of X-^JX, XYX~^ is 
not t-reduced, for otherwise (Z, Y) does not generate G (by Theorem 
4".2). In order to proceed with the proof it is expedient to make some 
modifications to the pair (X, Y) . Specifically, it will be shown how to 
/V As 
obtain from (Z, Y) a pair (t^ZQj a^) , with Kq t-free, such that for 
some pair (Z, Y) , th^ ^ X in G , a^ = Y in G , and (X, 1) is 
obtained from (Z, Y) by a finite sequence of elementary transformations. 
First, replacing X by if necessary, it can be assumed that t 
occurs to exponent one in X , Thus X = dtg where d and g are t-free 
words. If X~^YX is not t-reduced then € sgpla/ , and so replace 
(Z, Y) by itgdi d'^Yd) . Otherwise XYX'^ is not t-reduced and therefore 
has t-reduced form dk\d~^ , where ki is t-free and belongs to sgp{a} . 
Then replace (X, Y) by {tgd, ki) . (Note that tgd ~ (tg)dpg{tg)-'^ in 
G and ki = {tg)Y{tg)-'^ in G .] In either case therefore, (X, Y) is 
replaced by a pair (thg, k) where ho and k are t-free and 
k e sgp{a} . Now rewrite fe as a word a^ in a and replace k hy oM . 
The remainder of the proof hinges on the following resu^Lt. 
LEMMA 4.8. If (.tho^ a^) generates G then (a, hQ^bh^) generates 
H . 
Proof. If (t/zo, a^) generates G then so does (t?Zo, a) , Since 
(t?io)~^a(t?io) is equal to hQ^bh^ in G it follows that G is generated 
by the three words th^^ a and hQ^hh^ . In particular, every element of 
the base E can be written as a word in t/iQ, cz, hQ^bh^ , To show that a 
and h-Q^bhQ generate H it suffices to show that a word in thg, a , h^^bhQ 
which is equal in G to an element of R is equal to a word in q. and 
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h^ '^ bh^  alone. 
The proof is by induction on the t-length of the word. If the 
t-length is zero the result is obviously true. Thus assume the result for 
all words of t-length less than m , where m > Q ^ and suppose ^ is a 
word in thQ, a, hQ^bh-Q which involves m t-symbols and is equal in G 
to an element of H . It follows from Britton's Lemma that Q has a 
subword , where z is t-free and belongs to sgp{a} if £ = -1 , 
sgp{2?} if e = 1 . This means that Q can be partitioned as § E Q1Q2Q2 > 
where Qi, Q2, $3 are words in thQy a, hQ^bh^ , and either Q2 has the 
form thQiihQ^t'^ where u is a word in a and hQ^bh^ and 
hQuhQ^ ^ sg^{b} , or Q2 has the form hQ^t'^vthQ where v is a word in a 
and hQ^bhQ and v € sgp{a} . In the former case Q2 can be replaced by 
a power of a and in the latter case Q2 can be replaced by a power of 
hQ^bhQ . Thus in either case Q can be replaced by a new word Q' in 
thQ, a, hQ^bhQ which is equal to Q in G and has less "t-symbols. The 
inductive hypothesis can now be applied to give the desired result. // 
Proof of Theorem 4.3 (cont.) 
It is clear that a sufficient condition for (a, h^^bh^) to generate 
E is that ?lo be equal in 
5 to a word of the form b^a^ . It will be 
shown that this condition is also necessary. In order to prove this a new 
word, h , equal to h^ in E and having certain desirable properties will 
be obtained from h^ . First obtain from h^ a word h-^  which is freely 
reduced and does not contain more than half of any cyclic permutation of P" 
or its inverse. Suppose hi = b'^za} where z is either $mpty, or starts 
with a or and ends with b or . If n 2 and 3 is exaatly 
half a cyclic permutation of P" or then let h B . 
Otherwise take h to be hi . In either case h = where w is 
either empty or starts with a or and ends with b or ^ w 
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does not contain more than half a ayolia permutation of p" or if 
n = 2 then w is not half of any cyclic -permutation of P" or P"" . It 
will be shown that if W is non-empty then sgp{a, h~^hh] is free of rank 
2 and therefore not equal to E , Obviously it suffices to show that 
sgp{a, W'^hw) is free of rank 2 . 
Let Z be a positive Integer, m^  , n,' (i = 1, 2, I) integers, 
non-zero except possibly for mi and n^  , and assume that not both of m\ 
and n; are zero if I - 1 . Let Q be the word 
. . . . 
Observe that as a word in a and h Q is freely reduced. Consequently by 
Gurevic's Theorem, Q |s not equal to 1 in 5 provided it has no sub-
word of the form 'f^'^Ti where T is a cyclic permutation of P or , 
T = T1T2 and T\ involves both a and b . Now no subword of Q 
involving symbols from a subword W and a subword can be identical 
with a subword of -P" or P~" , for all the exponents on a in P have 
the same sign and all the exponents on b in P have the same sign. It 
follows that the only subwords of Q involving a and b which could be 
identical with subwords of P" or P~" have one of the following forms: 
(4.2) , V a terminal segment of w ; 
(4.3) a^ w-'^ b'^  
( 1 4 . 4 ) u'^b'^ , u an initial segment of w ; 
, u an initial segment of w ; 
b'^wa^ ; 
va^ , V a terminal segment of w . 
It therefore suffices to show that none of the above words can have the form 
. Since the inverse of a word of the form is of the same 
form it is enough to consider words as in (M-. 2)-(4.4). 
Words in (4.2) 
Suppose = y^i-iy^  _ Then a^ is an initial segment of T^ , so 
E . Thus E T'^T^iT^T^r-^Ti and so y E ( T Y ^ r ^ ^ ( r j . 
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f 
Since Ti is non-empty (it involves b ) this contradicts the fact that V 
does not contain more than half a cyclic permutation of P" or . 
Words in (4.3) 
Suppose a^w'^b^ ^ T'-^Ti . Then a^ is an initial segment of Tj 
and is a terminal segment of Ti , so that Tj = a^T^b"^ . Thus 
Now is a cyclic permutation of P" or P"" . Since y does not 
contain more than half a cyclic permutation of P" or P~" it follows that 
n = 2 and t[ is empty. But then w is exactly half of a cyclic 
permutation of P" or its inverse, which is a contradiction. 
Words in (4.4) 
A similar argument applies as was used for words in (4.2). 
It now follows from Lemma 4-. 8 that if W is non-empty then 
Ub^wa^ ^ a^ J) (and therefore (f/, V) ) does not generate G . Thus it 
remains to consider the case when w is empty. 
Suppose first that [uj = 1 . Then ( a ^ ^ = t in G 
(since tb^ = a^t in G ), and (a^)^ -a in G . Consequently 
{tb^a^, a^) generates G , and is Nielsen equivalent to (t, a) since the 
mapping 
defines an automorphism of F2 . Now there is a pair (Z, 7) , obtained 
from iX, Y) by a finite number of elementary transformations, such that 
X = tb^a'^ in G and J = a^ in G . Thus (1, Y) generates G , and is 
therefore Nielsen equivalent to (X, J) by Lemma 4.5. Since V - X in G 
and V - Y in G it follows that" (y, V) and {th^a^, a^ )^ are Nielsen 
equivalent, and so, by what has been shown above, {U, V) is Nielsen 
equivalent to it, a) . 
To complete the proof it will be shown that if y ^ 1 then 
(tb^a^, a^ )^ (and therefore iU, V) ) does not generate G . This is 
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trivial if y = 0 (for G is not cyclic), so it can be supposed that 
U > 1 . Also, it is no loss of generality to assume that a = 3 = 0 . 
Fpr it follows from Lemma 3.3, page 134 MKS that the mapping 
t i-> tb^d^ , a a , b ^ 
defines an automorphism of G (with inverse defined by t i—^  , 
a^ a , & aP-ba~^ ). Consequently (tb^aP^, a^) generates G if and 
only if (t, a^) does. 
The reader is reminded at this point that, when presented on the 
generators a, t , the group G has presentation 
(a, t; [a^'^t'^a^^t ... a^^ t]^) . Suppose first that U does not 
divide all the integers a- , g^. (i = 1, 2, ..., s) . Then l?y Corollary 
2.1.6 of Newman [26] sgp{t, a^} is free of rank 2 , and is therefore not 
equal to G . A slightly simpler proof than Newman's can be ob1;:ained using 
Gurevib's Theorem, as follows. Let j be a positive integer and let 
Pi , q{ (i = 1, 2, ..., j) be integers, non-zero except possibly for pi 
and , and assume that either Pi 0 or qj 0 if j = 1 . Let Z 
be the word 
tPia^ '?! ... tP/a^ y^ . -
By Gurevi£'s Theorem, if Z = 1 in G then Z has a subword St^ , where 
S is a cyclic permutation of a^^t ^ a^^t ... a^ t ^ a^^ t or its inverse, 
and S starts with t^ . But such a subword of Z cannot exist if y 
does not divide all the integers , (i = 1, 2, s) . Thus Z # 1 
in G , and so sgp{t, a^} is free of rank 2 . 
Now suppose that U divides the integers o^  , 3,- for 
i = 1, 2, ..., s . Then the factor group of G by the normal subgroup, 
N , generated by a^ is the free product of the infinite cyclic group 
sgp{M} and the cyclic group sgp{a/l/} of order ]i . But if (t, a^) 
generates G then G/N must be cyclic, so it follows that 
sgp{t, a^} ^  G . 
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4.6. Some consequences of Theorem 4.3 
THEOREM 4 . 4 . Let G = (a, t\ i?"> wheve i? 6 x and n > 1 , and let 
i x\ , X2\, Q), { x\ , X2', S) be two one-relator presentations of G . Then 
there is an automorphism of mapping Q to S or . 
Proof. I f i xi , X2', Q is a one-relator presentation of G then 
there is a pair of words Wi, U2) in a, t which generates G such that 
the kernel of the homomorphism, 6 , of F2 onto G defined by 
Xi ^ Ui , i = 1, 2 , 
is the normal subgroup of F2 generated by Q . Now by Theorem 4 .3 there 
is an automorphism 
li' : a;^- ^^ I,- ( x i , X2) , i = 1, 2 , 
of F2 such that [/,• = If (a, t) in G for i = 1 , 2 , so that 9 = , 
where c is the homomorphism of F2 onto G defined by 
I—V a , X2 ^ t . 
Consequently Ker 9 = •|J;~ (^Ker c) • Now Ker c is the normal siibgroup of 
F2 generated by , where R is the word obtained from B by replacing 
a by and t hy X2 , and so Ker 6 is the normal subgroup of F2 
generated by . It now follows from the Conjugacy Theorem for 
Groups with One Defining Relator (Theorem 4 . 1 1 , page 261 HKS) that 5 is 
conjugate in F2 to or its inverse. Thus Q is equal to the 
image of or under an automorphism of F2 . Now if {xi , X2', S ) 
is another one-relator presentation of G then S is also equal to the 
image of R " or R-^ under an automorphism of F2 , and so it follows that 
there is an automorphism of F2 mapping Q to S ov . // 
Theorem 4 .4 should be viewed in the light of Magnus' conjecture, that 
if < xi , X2 , . . . , ^Xi T ) and < Xj , X2 , ^^  > are two one-relator 
pi'-esentations of a one-relator group then there is an automorphism of the 
free group on , X2 , . . . , mapping T to 7 or its inverse. This 
conjecture has been disproved for torsion-free groups (see McCool and 
Pietrowski [21] , Brunner [ 3 ] ) , but is still open for groups with torsion. 
Following B.H. Neumann and Hanna Neumann [25] , a normal subgroup B of 
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a group A is said to be hyp&voh.aX'CLotBi'vs'b'LQ if and only if whenever A/C 
is isomorphic to A/B then B C ; and it is said to be 
ultraoharaoteristia if and only if whenever A/C is isomorphic to A/B 
then C ( ^ B . An ultracharacteristic subgroup is hypercharacteristic ([25] , 
3atz 2 . 2 ) , and a hypercharacteristic subgroup is characteristic ([25], Satz 
2 .3 ) . A fully invariant subgroup of a free group is hypercharacteristic 
([25] , Satz 2 . 8 ) . The next theorem provides simple examples of hyper-
characteristic subgroups of which are not fully invariant. (Other 
examples can be found in [25] - see Satz 9 . 6 . ) 
THEOREM 4.5. The normal subgroup of F2 generated by [xi, X2]" 
(n > 2) is ultraoharaateristio (and therefore hyperaharaoteristic). 
Proof. Let G = (a, t\ [a, tT > . By Theorem 4.3 any generating pair 
of G is Nielsen equivalent to (a, t) . An argument similar to that used 
in the proof of Theorem shows that if F2/N is isomorphic to G then 
N = where M is the normal subgroup of F2 generated by [xi , X2T 
and ij^  is an automorphism of F2 . Since X 2 T ) is freely equal 
to a conjugate of [aji , X2T or its inverse (Theorem 3 .9 , page 165 MKS) it 
follows that \IJ-HM) = M . / / 
REMARK. It is well-known that the normal subgroup of F2 generated 
by [a?! , X2^ is ultracharacteristic. 
Let S be a recursive set of finite presentations of groups. The 
isomorphism problem for S is the algorithmic problem of deciding for any 
two elements of S whether or not they are presentations of isomorphic 
groups. A simple solution to the isomorphism problem will be given here for 
the set 
{<a, t ; i?") : i? ^ X, n > 1} . 
(One solution already follows from Theorem 4.4 and the Whitehead-Rapaport 
Theorem (Theorem N2, page 166 MKS).) 
Let F be a free group of rank 2 freely generated by x and y say, 
and let fv' be an element of F . Then W is said to be minimal if and 
only if it-!; image under eacli automorphism of F has length not less than 
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the length of W . By Theorem N2, page 166 MKS W is minimal if and only 
if its image under each T-transformation of F is not less than the length 
of W . The r-transformations of F are the automorphisms defined as 
follows: 
(M-.4) conjugation by x^ or by y^ ; 
(4 .5 ) xy-^ X , 
(4 .6 ) x ^ X , 
( 4 . 7 ) x ^ y^x , y ^ y - , 
(4 . 8 ) XV-^ xy^ , y ^ y • 
A sequence ^i, i'Zi ^ of automorphisms of F is said to be level 
for a particular element f/ (or simply level, if f/ is understood) if the 
length of ij^- . . . is equal to the length of W for 
i - Ij 2 , I • 
LEMMA 4 .9 . Any element W of the form 
x^ly-^x'^^y^ ... (,Wc) 
- where s > 0 ; |6| = 1 ; rii, . . . , cere non-zero integer^ all having 
the same sign; 5 •••j » ^ +l integers^ non-zero except 
•possibly for and ^j+i ; the S,- are either all non-positive or all 
non-negative; -t-i ^ 0 - is minimal. Moreover^ if for some i 
( 1 5 i S s ) I > 1 or In,- 1 > 1 , ciT' if U i + ^ j + i l > 1 , then any level 
T-transformation ayolioally permutes W . 
Proof. Since W is cyclically reduced its image under a 
T-transformation in (4 .4 ) cannot have length less than the length of W , 
and has the same length if and only if it is a cyclic permutation of W 
(see Theorem 1 . 3 , page 36 MKS). 
The image of W under the T-transformation x h>-> x , y x^y in 
(4 .5 ) is 
which is easily seen to be equal to W if 6 = 1 , or x^Wx'^ if 6 = -1 . 
Thus the image either has length greater than W or is a cyclic permutation 
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of W . 
The previous paragraph implies that the image of W under the 
T-transformation xi-^ x, yx^ in ( 4 . 6 ) is either ( i f 6 = 1) 
or ^ ( i f 6 = -1 ) , and therefore has length greater than W or is a 
cyclic permutation of VI . For applying the 2'-transformation x x , 
y I—> yx^ is equivalent to first applying the I'-transformation x i—»• x , 
y I—>• x^y and then conjugating by x^ . 
The image, V , of VI under the T-trans formation a: i—^  y^x , y '—y 
in (U .7 ) is 
It will be shown that U has length not less than the length of W , and 
that the length of U is greater than the length of W if for some i , 
Cj 1 > 1 or jrij I > 1 , or i f ICi+Sf+i > 1 • It suffices to show that 
this is true for the cyclically reduced form of (that 
i s , the word obtained from ( y ^ a ; ) ^ ® ^ ^ by the cyclic reduction 
process described on page 36 MKS). For any conjugate of a cyclically 
reduced word has length not less than that word. It follows that for all 
intents and purposes it can be assumed in this paragraph that = 0 . 
Now 
6 8 
^=l 
r ^ e e -6 e e 6 1 ^y X . . . y xy ^y x . . . y xy 
^=1 
i-1 
- £ £ -6 -1 -e -1 -e 6 X . . . y xy ^x y . . . x y _y 
s 
-1 -e -1 -e -6 e e 6 
.a; y X y ^y x . . . y qnj 
> 0 , n,- > 0 , 
Ki > 0 , n. < 0 , 
< 0 , n,- > 0 , 
^ . . . X ... x ^ < 0 , n,- < 0 
It is not difficult to see that, in all four cases, to cyclically reduce 
1 [ y y*^  involves removing 2s j/-syiiibols (and no 
i=l 
x-synibols), so the resulting word has length 
y (2lC. 1+2 In,. 1+2) - 2s , 
s S 
that is, 2 Y. P • W has length ^ ( | + n,. +2) 
i=l 
(remember it is being assumed that ^ = 0 ) and so, since > 1 and 
ri,. I > 1 for i = l, 2, ...,s,it follows that the length of the 
e -vL -6r e m- (S cyclically reduced form of [y^x] ' y~ [y^x]"^ y is not less than the 
i=l 
length of W • Moreover, the length is greater than the length of W if 
1 > 1 or In,. 1 > 1 for some i (1 < i < s) . 
It remains to consider the image of W under a T-transformation as in 
(4.8). Observe that the result of applying the T-transformation 
X H-»• xy^ , y y can be achieved by first applying the T-transformation 
: X ^ y^x , y ^ y , 
and then conjugating by y^ . Now by the previous paragraph every conjugate 
of <t>iW) has length not less than the length of W , and has length greater 
than the length of W if either | | > 1 or |n,- 1 > 1 for some i , or 
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if U i + ^ + i l > 1 ; in particular, this is true for . // 
THEOREM 4.6. Let Bi and R2 he two elements of ^ and let m and 
n he integers greater than 1 . Then groups with presentations 
<a, ^a, t-, Rp are isomorphic if and only if R^ or R"^ is a 
cyclio permutation of the image of i?^ under an automorphism of the free 
group on a, t of the form 
a I—ae ^ t ^ t^' . 
Proof. The sufficiency of the conditions is easily established (it 
follows for example from Lemma 3.2, page 133 MKS). 
To prove necessity suppose that groups with presentations t; , 
(a, t; > are isomorphic. It is enough to consider the case when both 
, non-empty. For if one of i?i, i?2 is empty then the other must 
be also, and the result is trivial. By Theorem 4.4 there is an automorphism 
of the free group on a, t mapping R"^ to i?" or its inverse. 
Consequently, since and i?" are minimal (by Lemma 4.9), it follows 
from Theorem N2, page 166 MKS that R ^ can be mapped t9 ^^ inverse 
by a level sequence of ^-transformations and automorphisms of the form 
a ^ a^ , t ^ t ^ ' , (4.9) 
a H-^ t^ , t a^' . (4.10) 
It is worth remarking at this point that the collection of automorphisms in 
(4.S) and (4.10) constitute a group, so that if two such automorphisms 
appear consecutively in a sequence mapping to then they can be 
replaced by a single automorphism from (4.9) or (4.10). 
Assume first that a occurs to an exponent of modulus greater than 1 
in Ri . Now R ^ and all its cyclic permutations have the form ("-A-) (take 
X to be a and y to be t ) and so it follows from the second statement 
of Lemma 4.9 that a level sequence of ^-transformations maps R ^ to one of 
its cyclic permutations. Applying an automorphism as in (4,9) or (4.10) to 
this cyclic permutation of R^ gives a word V of the form ("") (take x 
to be a and y to be t if the automorphism is from (4.9); or x to be 
t and y to be a if the automorphism is from (4.10)), and again by 
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Lemma 4.9 Y is mapped to one of its cyclic permutations by a level 
sequence of T-transformations. Applying an automorphism as in (4.9) or 
(M-.IO) to this cyclic permutation of V gives a new word of the form ("-'"'0. 
And so on. It is now easy to see that the result of applying a level 
sequence of T-transformations and automorphisms as in (4.9) and (4.10) to 
F^ can be achieved by applying a sequence of inner automorphisms and 
automorphisms as in (4.9) and (4.10). Since for any automorphism (p and 
any inner automorphism , q)~H(p is inner, and since the collection of 
automorphisms in (4.9) and (4.10) constitute a group, it follows that the 
result of applying a level sequence of 7-transformations and automorphisms 
as in (4.9) and (4.10) to I?^  can be achieved by applying an inner 
automorphism to the image of I?^  under an automorphism ip as in (4.9) or 
(4.10). Moreover, the inner automorphism must cyclically permute ^(B^) 
(for otherwise a word with length greater than the length of would be 
obtained). Now cannot be freely equal to a cyclic permutation of i?^  
under an automorphism in (4.10), for in every cyclic perjnutatioi) of B ^ 
t occurs to exponent 1 or -1 . It follows that either i?" or /f^ " is 
a cyclic permutation of the image of it^  under an automorphism in (4.9), as 
required. 
Now suppose that i?i = la^, t]^ where 6 = ±1 , Then the image of B^ 
under any automorphism of the free group on a, t is a conjugate of 
[a*^ , t]-'"^  (see Theorem 3.9, page 165 MKS). Therefore the image of it^  
under a level sequence of automorphisms must be a cyclic permutation of 
[a*^ , t]^^ or its inverse (since t]"®^  is cyclically reduced). 
Consequently, either i?" or must be a cyclic permutation of B"^  . 
Lastly, suppose all the exponents to which a occurs in Bi have 
modulus 1 and are of the same sign. Then the same must be true of all the 
exponents to which a occurs in i?2 • For otherwise, by what has been 
shown above, neither E^ nor i?""® could be the image of i?" under an 
automorphism of the free group on a, t . If the exponents on a 
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in i?2 have the same sign as those on a in R\ then I?^ = R^ (i?^ and 
i?" must have the same length since they are both minimal). Otherwise FT^  
is the image of i?^ under the automorphism 
a (-> , t t . 11 
It is well-known that if groups with presentations 
X 2 , ...» i/">, (n > 1) are isomorphic then 
groups with presentations < , x^^ xy^ U), X 2 , x\\ V) are 
also isomorphic (Corollary 4.13.1, page 271 MKS). The next result provides 
a counterexample to the converse of this statement." 
THEOREM 4.7. Let B„ =<a, t; {a'^t-^aHT ) and 
C^ = < a , t; t]^)" ) (n > 1) . Then and ajce isomorphic if 
and only if n = 1 . 
Proof. It will first be shown, using Tietze transformations, that B\ 
and Ci are isomorphic. Since = < a , t; t'^a'^t = a^ > it follows that 
B^ = ( a , a, t-, a = a^, t'^a'^t = a'^a) and so = < e , t; c = [a, tj^) . 
The fact that and are not isomorphic when n > 1 follows 
immediately from Theorem 4.6, noting that and t]^ both 
belong to ^ . // 
It follows from Theorem 4.7 (or directly from Lemma 4.9) that although 
groups with presentations < a , t; and ( a , t; t]^) are 
isomorphic there is no automorphism of the free group on a, t mapping 
to t]^ or its inverse. This provides a counterexample 
to the conjecture of Magnus mentioned after Theorem 4.4. This counterexample 
was first obtained by Brunner [3] using different methods. 
McCool and Pietrowski [21] have also provided counterexamples to 
Magnus' conjecture. In fact they have shown that given a positive integer 
m there are words Si, ^m ^ groups with 
presentations (a, t-, Q-) (i = 1, 2, ..., m) are isomorphic hut there is 
A I thank B.B. Newman for suggesting the problem of finding such a 
counterexample . 
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no automorphism of the fvee group on a^ t mapping Q,- to Qj-^ for 
i ^ j . This result can be obtained using Lemma 4.9. For example, let 
-Ir 12* 
Qi - a \a , t] . Then t; > is a presentation of the group 
-1 2^ " 2'"+l 2* 
G = ( a, t', t o t = c > (present G on o and t ). However, since 
the Qi are minimal (by Lemma 4.9) and of different lengths there is no 
automorphism of the free group on a, t mapping Qj to Qj^ if i ^ j . 
A well-known theorem of Nielsen [28] states that a pair of words 
iU, V) in Xi and X2 generates the free group F2 if and only if [f/, 7] 
is conjugate in F2 to [xi, X2] or , 3:2]"^ • In connection with the 
problem of proving a similar result for other groups, the following theorem 
is mentioned without proof. 
THEOREM 4.8. Let G = <a, t', R"") where R ^ ^ and n > 1 ^ and let 
H = <a, b; P"> where P is the word obtained from R by replacing each 
—1 3' 6-
subword t a * t by b * . Let (Ut V) be a pair of words in the 
generators a, t of G . 
(a) If (U, V) generates G then [£/, F] is conjugate in G 
to [a, tl or [a, tY^ . 
(b) If (U, V) does not generate G then either [J/, F] is not 
conjugate in G to [a, t] or [a, tY^ j or there is. an 
integer y and words hi and h2 in a, b such thqt 
= h2^ia~^b)~^h2 in H ^ where either |y| f 1 or 
hi * b^a"^ in H . 
In the special case when 7? = [a, t] it can be shown that the second 
possibility in part fZ^ j cannot hold, so that the following theorem of 
Rosenberger [37] is obtained. If G = <a, t; [a, t]") (n > 1) and {U, V) 
is a pair of words in a^ t then (U, V) generates G if and only if 
[i/, 7] is conjugate in G to [a, t] or [a, . I have not yet been 
able to find other cases when the second possibility in part (b) can be 
excluded. 
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